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Abstract

It has been proposed that one of the clearest organizing principles for most if not all sensory
systems is the existence of parallel subcircuits and processing streams that form orderly and
systematic mappings from stimulus space to neurons. Usually, this mapping is topographic
such that adjacent regions of the sensory surface create orderly projections to adjacent neurons in the brain [9]. Ultimately, these parallel input signals must be elaborated upon and
unified to produce a coherent percept. The olfactory system of vertebrates, in particular,
is able to discriminate a vast array of structurally diverse odorants [10], yet the mechanism behind this perceptual acuity may not be fully explained by a uniform, parallelized
organizational scheme.
At the level of inputs, olfaction appears to resemble the quintessential sensory system,
maintaining discrete columnar units that distribute olfactory processing and converge on
common glomeruli [11]. These specialized units are partitioned by the receptor molecules
to which they respond as opposed to their spatial location on the olfactory epithelium [1].
Although the spatial heterogeneity of the early olfactory circuitry has long been recognized,
we know comparatively little about the circuits that propagate sensory signals downstream.
Is it the case that the olfactory bulb’s intrinsic circuits retain this same modularity, processing
information in an input-specific manner? Alternatively, perhaps the bulb does away with
a modular design in favor of a small set of functionally uniform, highly iterated circuit

xii
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motifs that process information in an invariant way. An answer to this question would
strongly shape our understanding of olfactory function, as well as the modular organization
of sensory systems more generally.
Investigating the potential modularity of the bulb’s intrinsic circuits proves to be a difficult task as termination patterns of converging projections, as with the bulb’s inputs, are not
feasibly realized. Thus, if such circuit motifs exist, their detection essentially relies on identifying differential gene expression, or “molecular signatures,” that may demarcate functional
subregions. One major challenge with this approach pertains to experimental throughput
required to methodically examine all the candidate markers that may differ across the bulb
- these molecular signatures may present as cumulative, diffuse expression patterns across
the genome that would otherwise be missed by piecewise investigation of idiosyncratic gene
subsets.
With the arrival of comprehensive (whole genome, cellular resolution) datasets in biology
and neuroscience, it is now possible to carry out such large-scale investigations. Here, we will
make particular use of the densely catalogued, whole genome expression maps of the Allen
Brain Atlas (ABA) [12] to carry out systematic investigation of the molecular topography of
the bulb’s intrinsic circuits. However, it should be noted that simply having access to large
datasets does not necessarily answer our question. We will have to apply a host of machine
learning and statistical analyses to extract meaningful information from the ABA.
To address the many challenges associated with high-throughput (many genes) and highdimensional (images) datasets, a deep learning approach will form the backbone of our
informatics pipeline. With its basic computational unit inspired by the neuron, deep neural
networks, or deep nets, have dramatically improved the state-of-the art in many recognition
problems and other domains such as drug discovery and genomics [13]. Convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) in particular were designed to solve classification problems pertaining
to images, in which neighbor relationships and spatial statistics carry critical information.
In some ways, a CNNs defining characteristic, the convolutional layers, are reminiscent of

xiii
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receptive fields in the visual system in the sense that subsets of neurons are “tuned” to
specific local features and textures of images.
In the proposed work, we test the hypothesis that the the bulb’s intrinsic circuits are
parceled into distinct, parallel modules that can be defined by genome-wide patterns of
expression. Our preliminary data, as well as the published work of others show marked
heterogeneity in expression patterns across the bulb’s mitral cell layer. We will appeal to dimensionality reduction and clustering techniques to determine if spatial expression profiles of
individual genes fall into one of several canonical classes and whether global gene-expression
patterns organize the mitral cell layer into non-overlapping submodules. In pursuit of this
aim, our deep learning framework will facilitate the group-registration of the mitral cell layers
of ∼ 30,000 in-situ olfactory bulb circuits to test this hypothesis.

xiv

“To extend our understanding of neural function to the most
complex human physiological and psychological activities, it is
essential that we first generate a clear and accurate view of the
structure of the relevant centers, and of the human brain itself,
so that the basic plan - the overview - can be grasped in the blink
of an eye.”

— Ramón y Cajal

1
The Mammalian Olfactory System

1.1

Overview

Among the sensory systems that have developed in terrestrial mammals, olfaction is the
prevailing chemosensory modality responsible for detecting a vast, almost unlimited array
of chemical stimuli and initiating highly-specific, odor-dependent behaviors relevant for survival. In mammals, the sense of smell is used to identify food, assess its quality and warn
of potential toxins or pathogens. Odors released from predators are capable of eliciting fear
responses and aversive behaviors [1]. Moreover, olfaction plays a primary role in communicating and coordinating social behaviors. The emission and detection of complex, gender-specific
chemical cues mediates the exchange of social information vital for reproductive success, such
1
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as reproductive status, individual identity, ownership, competitive ability, health status and
mate recognition [14].
Like other sensory modalities such as the auditory and visual systems, olfactory sensory information is spatially encoded in the brain, forming parallel and systematic mappings
onto neuroanatomy. In systems like vision, there is a direct topological mapping of the
two-dimensional visual field onto a two-dimensional neuronal substrate. Similarly, the hair
cells embedded along the basilar membrane of the cochlear membrane maintain tonotopic
organization, with frequency information encoded along the apical-basal axis [3]. In contrast, olfactory stimuli occupy a high-dimensional space [15], yet must still be mapped onto
the two-dimensional surface of the olfactory bulb. While we still do not have a complete
understanding of the deep organizing and perceptual principles of olfaction, or even whether
olfaction has fundamental perceptual axes at all, encoding must be accomplished by patterns
of spatio-temporal activation of glomeruli on the surface of the olfactory bulb [16].

1.2

Multiscale Heterogeneity in the Olfactory Circuit

At a glance, olfaction represents the quintessential sensory system, maintaining a highly
regular network of interconnected synaptic circuits, and thus constitutes one of the more
interesting models of the cellular interactions between the periphery and the central nervous
system. The appeal of olfaction as a model system well suited for investigation has been
recognized for over a century. Ramón y Cajal, the father of modern neuroscience, described
the olfactory system as a highly accessible and regular structure comparable to the cerebellum and retina. His investigation of its orderly organization was critical to the development
of the Neuron Doctrine and the Law of dynamic polarization, fundamental laws describing
the morphological and functional organization of the nervous system (Figure 1.1) [17]. In
particular, he was able to establish that (1) the neuron is the structural and functional unit
of the nervous system, (2) neurons are discrete, individual cells, not continuous processes

2
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(3) the neuron has three primary components: dendrites, soma (cell body) and axon, which
has several terminal arborizations that make close contact to dendrites or the soma of other
neurons, and (4) action potentials propagate from dendrites to soma and soma to the end arborizations of the axon [17]. Despite development of new technologies, Cajal’s morphological
description of the olfactory bulb is still widely accepted today.
In the rest of this chapter, we summarize observations about the olfactory system
that support the notion that olfaction, in
particular, is highly heterogenous, parallel
and modular at multiple scales. We will see
that olfaction as a whole can be viewed as
numerous functionally distinct and anatomically segregated subsystems that respond
differently based on broad odorant property
categorizations (volatile vs.

non-volatile).

Within each major subsystem, there exists
further division based on processing state
(initial signal transduction vs.
Figure 1.1: Original Cajal drawing of an olfactory bulb section from a newborn cat brain.
Cajal correctly identified the (A) Glomerular layer, (B) outer plexiform layer, (C) mitral cell layer, (D) inner plexiform layer, (E)
grains layer and white matter, (a) terminal arborization of an olfactory fiber, (b) glomerulus
with several endings, (c) mitral plume, and (d)

first-order

synaptic transmission). As we continue to
“zoom-in” to finer levels of granularity, heterogeneity again superimposes itself as the
consequences of genetic and functional diversity among cell subpopulations. In interpreting these observations, some have proposed that the modularity of the olfactory
bulb may serve to provide different “interpretations” of an olfactory scene [18, 19].

tufted cells.
3
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Figure 1.2: Sagittal whole-mount view of the
Omp-IRES-tau:LacZ mouse nasal cavity and
forebrain stained blue with X-Gal shows major
subsystems of the mammalian olfactory system. The vomeronasal organ (VNO) along
with the accessory olfactory bulb (AOB) (not
shown here) are primary components of the
AOS and discussed further in section 1.4 [1].

1.2.1

Large-scale subsystem organization

It is becoming increasing clear that the olfactory system viewed as a single unit is grossly
oversimplified, even incorrect. Rather, olfaction is essentially a collection of several subsystems arranged in parallel that vary in the stimuli to which they respond, the cell types and
molecules they employ to detect and transduce stimuli, and the connections they make with
the CNS in a highly stereotyped way [4]. Traditionally, the olfactory structures responsible
for processing chemical cues have been characterized as two anatomically distinct processing systems: the main olfactory system (MOS) and accessory olfactory system (AOS). In
reality, olfaction can be divided into at least five distinct systems with the septal organ of
masera (SO), Grueneberg ganglion (GG) and Trigeminal system existing as additional, less
recognized systems (Figure 1.2).
Historically, the MOS was recognized for detecting and processing volatile, general odorants, while the AOS was though to play a complementary role, preferentially processing
nonvolatile, pheromonal cues. This view of olfactory organization was largely driven by
the classical distinction between volatile and nonvolatile chemical molecules. Though these
functions are achieved predominantly by their respective olfactory system, recent studies
suggest that this distinction is not entirely valid. Communication between the main and
accessory olfactory systems occurs at various stages in olfactory processing, and the AOS
has demonstrated response to volatile, general odor cues [14, 1, 20].
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Superimposed Zonal organization

Each major subsystem of olfaction essentially stands as its own independent sensory system,
transforming information from stimulus space to perceptual space in a series of sequential
processing steps. Thus, it is only natural to divide the olfactory hardware of a particular
subsystem into stages and study how information flows from one stage to the next. As a consequence, we observe that these subsystems have subsystems themselves (“sub-subsystems”,
if you will). Now, superimposed on these sub-subsystems are multiple, zonal organizational
schemes that emerge out of the patterning of anatomical, functional and genetic modules.

1.3

Main Olfactory System

The MOS, responsible for the detection discrimination, and perception of general odorants, divides its computational labor among specialized columnar units arranged in parallel.
Genetically diverse and, consequently, functionally distinct, the MOS’s peripheral sensory
neurons respond differentially to odors, make identifiable contributions to perception and
promote highly specific behaviors [21, 22]. The MOS is well established as a broadly tuned
odor sensor; it responds to thousands of volatile molecules carrying information about the
environment, such as quality of food and the presence of pathogens, prey, predators, or
potential mates [1].
Although the main olfactory system is considered to be one of several large subsystems,
the MOS, itself, can be further divided into three distinct structures: the main olfactory
epithelium (MOE), the main olfactory bulb (MOB), and higher cortical olfactory centers.
The MOE is responsible for the initial detection and transduction of odor stimuli, and
transmission of such odor signals to the MOB. The MOB, thought of as the system’s first
olfactory map, processes such peripheral input, and then relays the odor signals to higher
cortical olfactory centers, which then discriminate odors and modulate changes in hormonal,
physiological, and behavioral states. Each level in the MOS uniquely modifies and employs
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odor representations, and, thus, makes essential contributions to olfactory perception [23, 1].

1.3.1

Main Olfactory Epithelium and Olfactory Receptor Neurons

Composed of a sheet of specialized sensory neurons and supporting lining appoximately half
the nasal cavity, the MOE is the peripheral main olfactory sensory organ, responsible for
the initial detection, transduction, and transmission of odor information. To summarize,
the MOE is genetically diverse, composed of several thousand sensory receptors, known as
olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs), which are specialized in the detection and discrimination
of a large number of odorants. As the site of olfactory transduction, the MOE interacts
directly with odorants the the periphery transducing the binding of chemical molecules into
electrical impulses to be processed by downstream olfactory structures in the central nervous
system. The combination of genetically diverse and highly ordered projections of olfactory
receptors neurons equips the olfactory system with substantial discriminatory power [23, 24].

Cellular composition
The MOE is made up of three major cell types, although olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs),
also called olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs), are considered to be the principal neurons of
the structure (Figure 1.3). OSNs detect odorants at the periphery with membrane-bound
odorant receptors (ORs). The cell bodies of OSNs reside in the main olfactory epithelium,
however, each OSN extends a single dendritic process into the nasal epithelium at the posterior end of the nose. Ciliated dendrites of OSNs, which innervate the nasal cavity, express
odorant receptors (ORs) that bind odors dissolved in the nasal mucus. These cilia are the
site of odor transduction, as the binding of an odorant to an OR activates the receptor,
which then creates a neural signal. Thus, the odor detection and transduction is achieved
with odorant activation of the ORs expressed in olfactory receptor neurons in the MOE
[23, 1]. Two other cell classes, basal cells and sustentacular (supporting) cells, are also
present in the olfactory epithelium, and together with mucus layer form the nasal mucosa.
6
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Diversity of Odorant Receptors
Olfactory receptor neurons can be broadly classified into three major categories based on the identity of the odorant receptor and the accompanying
signaling mechanism.

The most prominent ORN

class, the cononical olfactory receptor neuron employ
an OR belonging to the G-protein-coupled receptor
(GPCR) superfamily, and, thus, use second messenger
signaling-cascades to transduce odor stimuli. In particular, cononical ORNs transduce odors via a Golfα
subunit, cyclic adenosice monophosphate (cAMP)mediated signaling mechanism (Figure 1.4). In this
process, the binding of an odorant to an OR induces a
conformational change in the odorant receptor, which
then initiates a second-messenger signaling cascade in
the cell, resulting in the depolarization of the OSN.
Therefore, the binding of odorants to odorant receptors transduces odor stimuli into neural signals within
these OSNs, thus, supporting the initial process in
odor perception of odor transduction [1]. There also
exists at least three other OSN types: (1) a closely

Figure 1.3: Cross-section of the main
olfactory epithelium (top) and peripheral main olfactory bulb (bottom).

Axons of olfactory sensory

neurons expressing odorant receptors
on their ciliated dendrites project axons to the main olfactory bulb. [2].

related Trace Amine-Accociate Receptor (TAAR) expressing OSN, which project to a separate set of glomeruli and have strong affinities for a
distinct subset of volatile amine compounds found in the urine of adult mice, potentially
acting as a pheromone receptor [1], (2) a guanylyl cyclase (GC-D) expressing OSN, which
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Figure 1.4:
Olfactory
transduction
mediated
via metabotropic signal
transduction mechanism.
Most odorant molecules
bind to GPCRs and
initiate a cAMP-mediated
second messenger signaling cascade, leading to
OSN depolarization [3].
operates on a guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) - dependent signaling mechanism [1], and
(3) OSNs expressing transient receptor potenial (TRP) channels, which may respond to putative pheromones or other semiochemcals, although its true functional significance is not
fully understood.
The odorant receptor gene family is remarkably diverse. Searches of the almost complete
mouse genome, a total of about 2000 genes, have led to the identification of more than 1300
mouse OR gene alleles. It remains to be verified that each of these genes function as odorant
receptors and are expressed in the olfactory epithelium, as most are denoted as OR genes
on the basis of sequence similarity to known ORs. Additionally, it is estimated that 20% of
mouse OR genes are pseudogenes, genes related to functional OR genes that are incapable
of coding functional odorant receptors. Nonetheless, the OR gene family is the largest gene
family in the mammalian genome [23, 25].
The genetic diversity of the OR gene family begets a functionally diverse set of olfactory
receptors, as expected. The activation of an odorant receptor gene within an ORN results in
expression of this odorant receptor species in the neuron’s membrane. This odorant receptor
is tuned to interact with a specific set of odorants, and responds to individual odorants in
this set with varying affinities. In other words, each odorant receptor will bind structurally
related odorant molecules, but such molecules will depolarize the neuron differentially. It is
the expression of this diverse collection of functionally specialized odorant receptors in the
ORNs that allows for the detection of thousands of different odors [23, 25].
8
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One receptor - one neuron hypothesis
Though the OSNs of the MOE altogether are genetically heterogenous, each OSN is specialized to express only a single or a few OR genes. Most studies agree that ORNs express
a single odorant receptor gene exclusively. This property, known as the one receptor - one
neuron hypothesis, was first discovered by single-cell reverse transcription-polymerase on
groups of ORNs. Studies propose that the one receptor-one ORN rule is maintained through
negative feedback regulation by the active OR gene product [26]. Alternative models have
challenged this one receptor-one ORN rule, proposing a model in which ORNs express zero,
one, or a few odorant receptors. Though neither model has been confirmed, each ORN has
a unique genetic profile, which determines the expression of a select odorant receptor or few
in the membrane of the receptor neuron [25].
The unique profile of odorant receptors of a given OSN establishes a specialized functional
identity of the olfactory receptor neuron. Individual OSNs are not activated in the presence of
any arbitrary odorant. Rather, an OSN responds to a select group of odorants determined
by the expressed odorant receptor. Because odorant receptors are specialized to respond
to specific set of odorants, and each ORN expresses a single or a few specialized odorant
receptors, OSNs are also specialized, activated only by the specific set of odorants that the
odorant receptor binds.

MOE encoding strategy
The olfactory epithelium, therefore, takes a combinatorial approach to representing the vast
space of possible odor stimuli. Odorant receptors can respond to multiple odorants with varying affinities. Similarly, odorants can bind multiple different receptors albeit with variable
responses. Therefore, any given odorant will bind with a unique collection of odorant receptors, activating a unique combination of ORN subpopulations. Because the activity of an
ORN subpopulation may indicate the presence of a number of odorants, it is understood that
odor identity is not represented by individual odorant receptor neurons. Rather, odor iden9
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tity is represented by a unique combination of ORN subpopulation activity [2, 4, 1, 26, 25].

Dorsal-Ventral zones in the MOE
The organization of distinct subpopulations of ORNs in the MOE is not topographic (i.e.,
neighboring ORNs do not necessarily express the same odorant receptor, and consequently,
do not project axons to common glomueruli). Rather, the cell bodies of ORNs expressing the same OR species are randomly distributed throughout the MOE and the dendrites
throughout the nasal cavity. Despite the spatial heterogenity of OR species, the olfactory
epithelium can still be divided into two, non-overlapping regions of specific OR expression on
the basis of correlated OB projection sites: the dorsal and ventral zones. ORNs with similar
dorsal-ventral positioning tend to project to neighboring regions in the bulb (even though
they might not express identical ORs). Moreover, odorant receptor genes can be phylogenetically divided into two classes, the first of which are expressed exclusively in the dorsal
zone of the olfactory epithelium. About 300 of the Class II OR genes are also expressed in
the dorsal zone of the olfactory epithelium, and the remainder are expressed in the ventral
domain. Within each division, expression of ORN subpopulations are randomly dispersed.
It is speculated that such neuron subpopulations are randomly distributed in the periphery
to increase likeliness of binding odorants [18, 2, 4, 1, 26].

OSNs make molecularly topographic projections to the OB
Though randomly distributed at the periphery, the axons of distinct subpopulations of
ORNs project to higher olfactory structures categorically and topographically in discrete,
molecularly-heterogeneous columns (Figure 1.5). Each ORN projects a single axon to the
main olfactory bulb, where it synapses with a host of neurons organized into discrete spherical structures called glomeruli. This axonal projection, however, is molecularly topographic.
The axons of ORNs expressing the same OR species will converge on the same glomerulus
or few in the MOB forming a columnar unit. It is thought that such axonal targeting is
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Figure 1.5: A molecularly heterogenous population of olfactory receptor neurons are dispersed randomly across the olfactory epithelium, yet ORNs expressing the same receptor
converge on common glomeruli, forming the
columnar units of the olfactory map [2].
influenced by many molecular factors, with the OR playing the principle role in the process
[1]. In other words, the activation of an OR gene in an ORN perhaps guides the axon to
synapse with the appropriate glomeruli. This arrangement of peripheral input to bulbar
neurons supports consistent activation of discrete glomeruli for a given odor stimulus [23, 1].

1.3.2

Main Olfactory Bulb

The MOB is the first central relay in the MOS, responsible for modifying odor information
detected at the periphery and relaying the processed signal to higher olfactory centers. ORNs
synapse directly onto the bulbar principal neurons, known as mitral cells. This direct interface between the environment and central nervous system is unique feature to the olfactory
sensory system. The MOB also contains several types of local interneurons, each of which
process the bulbar output carried by the mitral cells. Thus, the MOB highly refines odor
signals before they are further processed and discriminated in higher olfactory centers [23].
The ORN input and the primary bulbar synapses are organized into synaptically dense,
spherical bulbar structures, glomeruli. Surrounding the lateral and medial outskirts of each
bulb, glomeruli are the sites where the axons of ORNs form direct synapses with the dendrites of mitral cells and the dendrites of bulbar interneurons. Thus, glomeruli are the sites
where ORNs transmit odor information to the principal bulbar neurons, the mitral cells, and
also where interneurons process the odor signal of mitral cells prior to transmission to the
olfactory cortex [23].
Recall that axons of ORNs expressing a given OR converge to a specific glomerulus or
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two. In specific, it has been shown that the axons of these ORN subpopulations reproducibly converge onto sets of two glomeruli in each bulb: one on the medial and one on the
lateral surface [27]. Therefore, the activation of a given odorant receptor in the MOE will
consistently induce activation of a specific glomerulus or few. Thus, it is thought that each
glomerulus represents an OR species [4]. As an extension of the one neuron - one receptor
hypothesis, this one-to-one relationship is known as the one receptor - one glomerulus rule.

Zonal Organization of the MOB
The MOB surface can be partitioned into three broad zones, defined by the nonoverlapping,
stereotyped termination patterns of OSN receptor classes (Figure 1.6) [4]. At the broadest
level, the bulb’s glomeruli retain dorsal and ventral domains established by dorsal-ventral
patterning of ORNs in the olfactory epithelium. Dorsal-domain glomeruli receive signals
from dorsal-zone OSNs in the OE and represent the dorsal-zone ORs, whereas ventral-domain
glomeruli receive signals from ventral-zone OSNs and represent the ventral-zone ORs.
The dorsal domain is further divided into two domains: (1) the D1 domain, which occupies the most anterodorsal fifth of the bulb and and receives input from class I, “fish-like”
ORNs, a primitive class of ORNs that first evolved in fish, and (2) the D2 domain, which
evolved in terrestrial animals and represents class II ORs. Interestingly, although class I and
class II OSNs are randomly distributed throughout the dorsal MOE, their axons project to
topographically segregated glomeruli of the dorsal domain.
A different set of class II receptors innervates the entire ventral-domain, forming the
largest and most recently developed V domain. It has been proposed that the V domain
is also subdivided, although, to date, there has been no molecular evidence to follow such
proposals [4]. In subsection 1.4.1, we show that vomeronasal sensory neurons also form
topographic projections onto the dorsal-posterior bulb, corresponding to the AOB. Therefore
it is the combination of specialized OSNs with distinct receptors and transduction pathways,
along with the activation of their topographically segregated projections that constitutes a
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Figure 1.6: Zonal organization of olfactory bulb determined stereotyped termination patterns
of different OSN receptor classes. A, P, D, V are the standard anatomical directions [4].
significant fraction of heterogeneity at the periphery.

Intrinsic bulbar circuitry is organized into anatomical modules
The bulb employs an unusual two-layer dendro-dendritic organization, in which bulbar interneuron circuits play a key role in processing the excitatory output carried by the mitral
cells (Figure 1.7). Within a glomerulus, OSNs form excitatory projections onto the primary
dendrites of mitral and tufted cells. These second-order neurons, in turn, extend a single
inhibitory and unbranching apical dendrite onto a neighboring glomerular structure, forming
a single OR module in the OB. Local interneurons, periglomerular and granule cells, shape
the activity of mitral cells, typically restricted to the mitral cells within the given glomerulus. Most of these interneurons communicate with mitral cells via reciprocal dendrodendritic
synapses - synapses between the dendrites of the local interneurons and the mitral cells. It
is these reciprocal synapses that form the basis of reliable and local recurrent inhibition of
mitral cell activity [23]. Substantial gaps remain in our knowledge of the exact effects of
these local interneurons on the mitral cells. While most studies agree that these interneu-
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Figure 1.7: Bulbar circuitry. OSNs from a glomeruli form excitatory projections on the mitral
and tufted cells, which extend a single inhibitory dendrite onto a neighboring glumerular
structure [4].
rons hold imperative roles in processing the bulbar neural signals before being transmitted
to higher olfactory centers, conclusions about how granule and periglomerual interneurons
shape the bulbar output of mitral cells have been somewhat conflicting. For instance, a recent bulbar model studies suggest that periglomerular cells linearize the mitral cell activity
counter to other models that suggest periglomerular cells contrast-enhance mitral cell output [16]. Bulbar models also suggest that granule cells synchronize and modulate temporal
aspects of mitral cell firing [16]. In summary, the interneurons regulate activity of mitral
cells within glomeruli-bound MOB subcircuits, and mitral cells not only output such signals,
but suppress the activity of mitral cells in neighboring glomeruli.
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Functional Modularity
It appears that this bulbar olfactory map organizes odor information into behaviorallyrelevant glomeruli. In mammalian sensory systems, neural maps are utilized to organize essential information about the environment to encode proper behavioral responses. Kobayakawa
and his colleagues (2007) inquired how the olfactory map in the bulb is interpreted in the
brain and translated into various behavioral responses. This sensory map is particularly
challenging to untangle because, given that a particular odorant interacts with many different OR species, multiple sets of glomeruli are activated for each odorant. Kobayakawa
et al. (2007) generated mutant mice with ORNs in a specific domain of the MOE ablated,
resulting in the dorsal domain of the MOB to be devoid of glomerular structure. These
mutant mice failed to show innate responses to aversive odorants such as 2-methylbutyric
acid from spoiled foods [18]. However, these mice were capable of learning aversive responses
to such odors. This suggests that the dorsal domain of the MOB mediates odor information for those that are innately fearful. Other studies have shown that blockage of carbonic
anhydrase type II (CAII), an enzyme that catabolizes CO2, in a subset of mouse olfactory
neurons that express guanylyl cyclase D (GC-D+ neurons) compromises C02 detection [28].
Perhaps the most striking example of the behavioral granularity, perturbation of TAAR
expression ORNs abolished innate predator aversion and avoidance behaviors to predatorderived chemostimuli called kairomones [29]. These results suggest that glomeruli, and the
glomerular subcircuits not only represent a particular OR species, but a specific type of
odor-mediated behavior [18].

Summary
Odor coding, therefore, is first represented in the MOS as a pattern of spatio-temporal
activated glomeruli. As previously discussed, each odorant binds with a unique repertoire
of odorant receptors with various strengths. Subsequently, each odorant activates a specific
collection of ORN subpopulations. When such signals are transmitted to the bulb, this
15
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translates to unique spatio-temporal activation of glomeruli. Therefore, each individual
odor is coded in the bulb by a unique spatio-temporal activation of glomeruli. It is for such
consistent activation of the topographically-organized glomeruli that the MOB is referred to
as the olfactory map [27, 4].

1.4

Accessory Olfactory System

The accessory olfactory system (AOS), the second major subsystem of olfaction itself contains approximately three large subdivisions: the vomeronasal organ (VNO), the accessory
olfactory bulb (AOB) and additional cortical structures. The periphery of the AOS is comprised of the vomeronasal organ, which contains vomeronasal sensory neurons (VSNs). The
AOB is a small portion of the outer olfactory bulb towards the posterior of the forebrain
which projects to higher order cortical areas. These structures make up the AOS, which
preferentially processes nonvolatile odors [2, 1].

1.4.1

Vomeronasal Organ

The VNO is situated at the base of the nasal septum and express microvillar VSNs [1]. The
VNO appears to be specialized for detecting non-volatile odors especially pheromones from
conspecifics.

Molecular differences drive zonal organization in the VNO
Maintaining similar zonal organization as OSNs in the MOE, the VNO neuroepithelium is
spatially segregated into two nonoverlapping regions, apical and basal regions, defined by
expression of two distinct VSN subpopulations V1Rs and V2Rs, respectively. In addition to
the spatial segregation of V1Rs and V2Rs, these VSNs utilize different G-protein subunits,
resulting in differential odorant affinities [30, 2, 1].
V1R expressing VSNs located on the apical VNO have a small receptive field that is
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sensitive to a specific set of small neutral ligands present in urine of animals of conspecifics
[1]. The V1R expressing VSNs are integral in conspecific communication because of its
high sensitivity to pheromones in the urine of others from the same species. The V1R
VSNs further differentiate themselves from other olfactory receptors by another transduction
mechanism that uses the phospholipase C (PLC) pathway, instead of using a cAMP or cGMP
pathway.
Ultimately, it is the receptor and transduction mechanism, in this case, that generate
another zonal organizational scheme at the periphery [1]. The basal VNO, comprised of
ciliated neurons that express the V2R receptor, is also involved in mediating social behaviors
and chemical communication. V2R expressing VSNs respond to a number of nonvolatile
peptides and pheromones, which require direct contact to transmit the odorant’s signal [1].
These receptors have also been known to respond to major urinary proteins (MUPs). The
transduction mechanism for V2R expressing VSNs has not been fully elucidated, although
there exists some evidence that it is related to increases in intracellular calcium. However,
this increase cannot propagate by the same mechanism as apical transduction because the
TRP channels activated in V1R VSNs is not activated in V2R VSNs [1]. Therefore the
mechanisms for transduction are different between the apical and basal VNO. This alternate
transduction mechanism and receptor subtype allows V2R expressing VSN to respond to a
separate class of odorants, again highlighting the existence of specialized submodules in the
olfactory system.

1.4.2

Accessory Olfactory Bulb

Situated in the apical anterior of the forebrain, the AOB is the first processing relay for
information propagating along afferent VNO projections. The spatial heterogeneity of the
peripheral VSNs, more specifically the apical vs. basal distinction, is maintained at the
glomerular layer of the AOB, where apical VSNs innervate anterior regions and basal VSNs
project to posterior glomeruli [2]. In the glomerular layer VSNs with the same receptor
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converge on the same physical location similar to the MOB. These pockets of genetically
similar VSNs make up the specific glomeruli of the AOB. Once again, it is the activation
of a specific subset of the glomeruli that is believed to be the chemical receptive field for
odorants [1].

1.5

An integrated portrait of Olfactory organization

To summarize, the mammalian olactory system must be able to discriminate a vast array
of structurally diverse odorants that exist in the environment. As a consequence, olfaction
is parceled into a set of distinct subsystems that maintain functionally distinct roles in
processing an olfactory scene and together allow for parallel processing of stimuli, thereby
providing a means to extract a multimodal representation from a single chemosensory cue.
Superimposed on the these large subsystems are granular anatomical modules defined by
the genetically prescribed and topographically organized inputs. Genetic ablation of even
a single glomerular channel can lead to highly selective behavioral deficits. It is an open
and important question whether the bulb’s intrinsic circuits retain a modular system of
specialized sub-circuits distinguished by different signal transduction mechanisms, receptor
types and axonal projections, which are, more generally, manifestations of differential gene
expression patterns.
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“Fundamental questions such as how learned information is physically stored in the brain, how psychiatric diseases affect brain
structure and function, how genetic and environmental interactions influence brain structure and its variability, and how the
brain changes over the course of development and aging may be
usefully addressed in the coming decades as large data sets (perhaps in the petabyte range) describing high-resolution brain structure and function become available.”
— Jeff W. Lichtman

2
Data-driven Investigation

Technological advancements are rapidly changing the way we study the brain. Just over
100 years ago, the father of modern neuroscience, Ramón y Cajal postulated one of the
fundamental principles of neuroscience - the neuron doctrine, which recognizes the neuron
as the basic anatomical and functional unit of the nervous system - using just a microscope,
paper, pencil and, crucially, the Golgi stain.
As early as the turn of the 21st century - around the time that the entire human genome
was sequenced - many scientists realized that neuroscience would be fundamentally altered
- it would involve the systematic, data-driven study of all genes, not just a few [31]. In
this post-genomic era, some believed that the days of doing science from point-to-point, or
from single molecule to single molecule were numbered, and anyone not doing this kind of
19
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“whole genome” analysis would be left behind [31]. Fortunately, close to two decades later,
we have not completely forgone the tried and true ways of the scientific method, which
proceeds by controlling all but one variable, in favor of blindly feeding petabytes of data
into sophisticated algorithms without any regard for the underlying biology. On the other
hand, most would agree that we have yet to “solve” the brain - if anything, novel insights
into the intricacies of synaptic connectivity only serve to highlight just how much left is to
be discovered. Even more daunting is the task of determining the best way to take on such
an endeavor.

2.1

Previous Trends in Neuroscience Research

Neuroscience is a highly interdisciplinary field that aims to understand how the nervous
system interfaces with the external world, regulates bodily functions, controls behavior, and
changes over time as a result of development and learning. Neuroscience has developed a
substantial understanding of how individual neurons and synapses work. We have studied
the properties of individual neurons that give rise to the propagation of electrical signals.
We know how neurotransmitters are released, what causes them to be released, and their
effect when they binds to the target cell. As we dive deeper and deeper into the function
of individual synapses, we almost inevitably lose sight of the fact that the nervous system
requires a complex orchestration of trillions of synapses, together and apart, synchronously
and asynchronously to generate the set of possible behaviors we observe in the environment.

2.2

Future of Neuroscience

Moving forward, it seems likely that the most interesting areas of neuroscience research will
be part biology, part machine learning, part high performance computing and part artificial
intelligence. One aim in understanding the brain is to pull back from the deeply reductionist
approach, and look at all the synapses or all gene expression, all the “moving parts” all at
20
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once to infer the basic principles employed to mediate behavior and store information.

2.3

Generating Neuroimaging Data

2.4

Comprehensive Datasets

DNA Microarrays
The arrival of DNA microarrays in genomic analysis, one of the many technologies that
spawned of the Human Genome Project, has fundamentally changed the way scientists study
biology and medicine. Known colloquially as “gene chip analysis” initially designed to measure gene transcriptional levels of RNA transcripts derived from thousands of genes, DNA
microarrays now make it possible to also measure the majority of mRNAs, protein, metabolites, protein-protein interactions, genomic mutations, polymorphisms, epigenetic alterations
and micro RNAs in a single experiment [32]. Although these data were difficult to analyze
initially, DNA microarray technologies are perhaps the most successful and mature methodologies for high-throughput and large-scale genomic analyses [32].
The core principle behind DNA microarrays capitalizes on the well known phenomenon
that complementary single-stranded sequences of nucleic acids form double stranded hybrids,
which is a consequence of the hydrogen bonds that form between two specific (complementary) nucleic acid sequences. To probe for specific a sequence of interest, researchers can
fluorescently label the complement of that sequence, allow the DNA array to hybridize, and
image the laser-excited fluorescent dyes to obtain measurements of gene expression for many
genes of interest [32, 33].
DNA microarray techniques have found applications in various field of molecular biology and medicine. An efficient tool for clinical diagnostics, microarrays have been used to
identify disease related genes or agent causing diseases. Moreover, it can be used to study
certain mutations, screen for Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs), detect chromosomal
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abnormalities, determine post-translational modifications and improve drug discovery [33].
Despite the widespread success in many areas of molecular biology and medicine, advances directly to neuroscience due to the availability of “gene chips” has not been quite
so meteoric [31], tending to lag behind the explosive progress in other fields. That is not
to say that the field of neurogenomics has not seen any fascinating results due to genomewide anaylsis. In fact, by profiling transcriptional and chromatin state dynamics in a mouse
model of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), researchers have been able to show that, during the
progression of AD, immune response genes and their regulatory regions - particularly those
related to microglia (the resident immune cells of the brain) activation and proliferation are upregulated, whereas those involved in synaptic plasticity, learning and memory are, in
fact, downregulated. Moreover, disease-associated genetic variants are mainly enriched in
higher-activity, immune-related enhancers and depleted in lower-activity, neural enhancers,
suggesting that the genetic predisposition to Alzheimer’s may be primarily associated with
immune, not neuronal, functions [34].

In-situ Hybridization (ISH)
Even still, an inherent limitation of DNA microarrays, that the tissue, cell and RNA isolation
procedures for sample preparation do not preserve the spatial context of the sample, poses
a major hurdle for neuroscience research, since the central mantra “structure determines
function” is particularly true for information flow in the nervous system. In-situ hybridization is an alternative DNA/RNA labeling technique that employs the same basic principle
as microarrays. One critical difference between the two is that, as its name would imply
(in-situ means “in position” or “in its original place” in Latin), in-situ hybridization not
only determines the presence or absence of DNA or RNA sequences of interest, but localizes these sequences to specific cells or chromosomal sites in cell samples and even frozen or
paraffin-embedded tissue [35].
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The Allen Brain Atlas

The Allen Brain Atlas (ABA) is a Web-based, three dimensional atlas of gene expression
throughout the adult mouse brain, comprising a genome-wide image database of in-situ
hybridization data, a high-resolution anatomical reference atlas and a suite of integrated
search, navigation and visualization tools intended to provide the scientific community with
a powerful resource. At the time of its conception, the human and mouse genomes had been
sequenced - the next challenge was to uncover the biological functions of genes, and knowing
where they are expressed in the brain was expected to provide important clues to both gene
and brain function [36].
The ABA spawned out of a series of brainstorming sessions led by Microsoft’s co-founder,
Paul Allen, who gathered together groups of scientists with diverse set of backgrounds and
posed the following question:
“What can be done to help propel neuroscience research forward?” [36]
As one of the first steps toward large-scale neuroscience research, the initial public release
of the atlas in 2004 was intended to provide the scientific community with a powerful and
comprehensive resource and encourage fundamentally different lines of investigation. Despite
initial challenges associated with the industrialized, “one-size-fits all” protocol, the ABA has
persisted through iterative cycles of refinement.
At its heart, the ABA is a genomics project that allows for the first comprehensive
investigation across the genome where the spatial information of each gene is preserved.
Even today, the potential of the dataset for research in the genomics community has not
been fully realized, partly due to the presentation of indexed sets of images, an unfamiliar
modality to genomic researchers. It has became clear that creation of high-value resources
that serve the broad neuroscience community requires tackling additional challenges: the
multi-modal and multi-resolution nature of the data - which ranges from whole-brain images
and gross anatomy to cellular-resolution histology and physiology - and the complex, three23
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dimensional nature of the brain [36].

2.5

Genomic Anatomy

The immense diversity of cell types with unique morphology, connectivity and physiology
in the mammalian central nervous system necessitates a cellular resolution (and beyond)
method towards understanding the functional genomics of the nervous system. Thus, largescale, molecular approaches to understanding the functional circuitry of the nervous system
promises to elucidate new relationships between genes, brain and behaviors [12]. The arrival
of anatomically comprehensive digital atlases that contain the expression patterns of approx
20,000 genes in the adult mouse brain now makes such global genome-scale structural analysis
investigations possible, but requires new bioimage informatics techniques to transform the
raw data into a form useful to genomic communities.
The ABA attempts to circumvent a major compromise of traditional genome-wide analyses: the trade-off between spatial and genomic resolution. Classical histological experiments
can localize gene expression at cellular resolution, yet tend to investigate a single gene or
few genes at a time. In contrast, large-scale genomic studies frequently encompass the entire genome, but at the expense of good spatial localization. Genome-wide transcriptional
analyses, most notably using DNA microarrays and serial analysis of gene expression, are
typically applied to large anatomical brain regions and yield data with poor spatial resolution, making them difficult to relate back to the structure of the circuitry from which they
are derived. The olfactory system, in particular, demonstrates that sensory systems, and
likely many internal brain regions more generally, maintain important spatial heterogeneity
is easily overlooked in traditional DNA microarray experiments. The structure determines
function mantra of biology is especially true at the level of the circuit and microcircuit, as
how neurons are connected in space and how they behave under specific conditions critically
determine the flow of information throughout the nervous system.
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Single neuron studies comparing gene expression with anatomical and physiological properties have demonstrated that the cellular diversity even within small brain subregions contributes to complex relationships between gene expression and neural subtypes [37]. The
crucial advantage of genome wide ISH datasets is the ability to perform an unbiased analysis
of expression patterns in specific brain regions, such as the olfactory bulb, to reveal fine,
likely functional subdivisions that are indistinguishable by both conventional cytoarchitecture criteria and even piecewise investigation of small gene subsets [12].

Heterogeneity of hippocampal gene expression
The hippocampus is widely study brain structure due to its well established role in certain
aspects of learning and memory, and more recently, anxiety related behaviors [38]. Its basic
organizing principles were first established by the pioneering works of Cajal and his student
Lorente do Nó [39], in which they illustrated the morphological properties of small pyramidal
neurons in CA1 and large pyramidals in CA2 and CA3. Cajal was among the first to note
heterogeneity along the septotemporal axis of the hippocampus, which has since been corroborated by electrophysiolgy, lesioning and imaging studies [40]. Moreover, emerging evidence
suggests that hippocampal-mediated behaviors can be loosely mapped onto subdomains of
the hippocampus, with the ”dorsal” or septal hippocampus mediating navigation and related
spatial memory, and the ”ventral” or temporal hippocampus influencing stress responses and
motivated/emotional behaviors. Despite these observations, the precise spatial arrangement
of the dorsal and ventral hippocampus, until recently, was not entirely known.
Systematic, genome-wide investigation of hippocampal heterogeneity using the Allen
Brain Atlas has revealed that both CA1 and CA3 maintain clear spatial expression specificities in C57BI/6 mice. Most importantly, it was found that these fields can be parceled
into multiple, spatially distinct molecular domains and subdomains on the basis of genomicanatomic evidence extracted from the ABA, leading to the first specific, testable structurefunction model of the hippocampal circuit [39, 40, 41]. These experiments serve as strong
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evidence for the claim that high-resolution, whole-genome maps of gene expression are necessary to elucidate the granular subdivisions of the olfactory bulb.

2.6

Connectomics

Uncovering the genomic anatomy of the mouse olfactory bulb and even the whole mouse
brain would be a major step forward for neuroscience. Yet, as much of an accomplishment
that would be, the brain ultimately operates at nanometer(nm) scales, and it seems unlikely
that molecular substructure alone will be enough to explain all properties of human cognition. Since the mammalian central nervous system contains such an immense diversity of
cell types with unique morphology, connectivity and physiology, a dense, fully saturated reconstructions of the full complement of neural cells will likely be the key to in understanding
functional circuit properties and their relationships to higher cognition.
The emerging field of connectomics is concerned with exactly that: mapping neuronal
networks at the level of synaptic connections - the brain’s wiring diagram. The field of connectomics is so new that there is no consensus yet about its central aims or even its data
acquisition strategies. However, most would agree that connectomics will generate unprecedented amounts of data. For most neuroscientists, such data are not only quantitatively, but
also qualitatively, different from the kinds of information they have worked with previously.
As a consequence, there is considerable uncertainty about how these data should be analyzed
and what may be learned from it [42].

2.7

Deep Learning

Deep learning (DL) is a branch of machine learning that seeks to model high-level abstractions of data by learning a hierarchy of feature representations. As a rebranding of the
artificial neural networks (NN) whose popularity swelled in the mid 1980s, deep learning
loosely mimics the way the brain processes information and, by design, is extremely adept
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at identifying and analyzing patterns. Since its resurgence a couple of years ago, it has
dramatically improved the state-of-the art in many recognition problems and other domains
such as drug discovery and genomics [13, 43]. In recent years, major companies, such as
Google and Amazon, have deployed deep learning solutions behind the scenes.
Much of foundation for deep learning was set in the second half of the 20th century.
Shallow neural network-like models with several successive nonlinear layers date back to at
least the 1960s and 1970s [44], with the very first NN algorithms, Rosenblatt’s Perceptron,
appearing as early as 1958 [45]. Despite its enticing, brain-inspired roots, NN research has
been controversial, enduring numerous hype-curve cycles responsible for driving AI golden
ages and winters [46]. Before the turn of the century, neural networks were slow and difficult
to train, had fairly restricted application domains and had eventually fallen out of favor to
simpler, kernel-based methods such as the Support Vector Machine (SVM) [44].

GPU Accelerated Computing
It wasn’t until researchers realized that the highly parallelized nature of Graphics Processing
Units (GPUs), traditionally used to rapidly render complex visual scenes in video games, was
extremely well suited for numerical calculations, particularly matrix products, that neural
networks made a resurgence in the machine learning community. Since the forward and
backward pass of a neural network could be formulated as a matrix product, GPUs allowed
researchers to train their models more quickly, thus increasing the frequency at which they
could iterate through a cycle of testing and development. Furthermore, researchers could
simply add more layers to their model, increasing both their depth and expressive power.
NVIDIA, a prominent GPU manufacturer has spearheaded the deep learning movement,
marketing their top-of-the-line gaming cards to scientific researchers, even developing hardware specifically designed for deep learning computations [47].
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Figure 2.1: Deep learning is a data-driven science whose performance increases with the size
of the dataset.
Driven By Scale
Leaders in the field have very plainly argued that deep learning is driven by scale - the scale
of the computation along with the scale of data has lead to major progress across the field
[48]. In fact, it is not just the case that deep learning algorithms require large quantities
of data to even work at all, it turns out that the performance of deep learning algorithms
actually increases with increases in the amount of data they are to process, which is not
usually true with traditional machine learning algorithms (Figure 2.1).

2.7.1

Deep nets are hierarchical, parallel and modular

The environment in which we have developed is exceptionally rich with hierarchical structure,
and the human brain has adapted accordingly to exploit such structure. This observation
suggests that deep architectures are necessary for learning complex functions that model
high-level abstractions [49]. Therefore, deep neural networks are, by design, hierarchical
models composed of multiple levels of non-linear operations, where each level represents
data at a different level of abstraction.
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Parallel
The most recent deep neural networks are showing a tendency towards highly parallelized
architectures. For example, the latest networks used for object instance segmentation Mask
R-CNN extends Faster R-CNN by adding a branch for predicting the object mask in parallel
with an existing network for bounding box prediction [5].

Figure 2.2: Mask R-CNN, an object instance segmentation network that maintains an additional network branch that computes object masks in parallel with a network that predicts
bounding boxes [5].

Neural Network Building Blocks
An emerging trend in the deep learning community is the tendency to gravitate towards
larger and deeper models. Although it is the case the top performing CNNs are among
the “deepest,” with the most recent winner of the ImageNet Large-scale Visual Recognition
Challenge (ILVRC) maintaining over 150 layers, some of the most interesting models have
evolved into the composition of specialized submodules/subroutines arranged in ways that
allow the model to perform “higher-order” tasks. The cleanest example of this principle can
be seen in the recent advancements in the development of dense image captioning, which
requires the vision system to detect, localize and describe salient regions in natural language
[6]. DenseCap, a fully convolutional localization network, introduces a novel NN architecture
that specifically couples several standard architectures previously used for other tasks such
as object detection, image captioning and soft spatial attention, as well as a new dense
localization layer to establish baseline state-of-the-art on a dense captioning task, which had
not previously been the ML’s repertoire of tasks (Figure 2.3) [6]. This approach supports
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Figure 2.3: DenseCap model architecture. The core visual processing module, a standard
VGG-16 CNN, forwards a tensor of activations to a novel localization layer, that proposes
regions and smoothly extracts a batch of corresponding activations. These regions are further
processed by a fully connected recognition network and given a dense caption by a RNN
language model [6].
end-to-end training with a single round of gradient descent, which supports the notion of NN
composability. Interestingly, the authors of this paper have likened the next generation of
neural network practitioners to little children playing with lego blocks, where a primary area
of research will be devoted specifically to selecting and assembling pre-existing architectures
or “computational blocks” in various ways to satisfy specific requirements.

2.8

Contributions of this work

In this chapter, we have described current trends in neuroscience and machine learning.
Moreover, we have outlined, in very general and abstract terms, one approach for studying
the brain in the 21st century and its implications for science and medicine overall. Although
the scope of this work is quite broad, we hope to demonstrate that the concrete deliverables
produced for the completion of this thesis serve as the beginning of a “proof-of-concept”
project supporting the notions previously put forth. In particular, we:
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1. Describe the dependencies of state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms on previous
discoveries in neuroscience.
2. Explain why a specific problem in neuroscience can be solved using a data-driven, deep
learning-guided approach, and, show that traditional machine-learning algorithms are
not as well suited to handle the high-dimensional nature of the latest neuroscience
datasets.
3. Form the foundation for a dataset-agnostic algorithm that accomplishes a task in neuroscience and can immediately be utilized in other domains of science.
4. Argue that the composable nature of our proposed “module” is an advantage over
other algorithms as it (1) can easily be reused for new tasks, (2) can be incorporated
into larger, more complicated processing pipelines, and (3) continue to benefit from
advances in the machine learning, numerical optimization and high-performance computing communities.
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“A computer program is said to learn from experience E with
respect to some class of tasks T and performance measure P if
its performance at tasks in T , as measured by P improves with
experience E.”
— Tom M. Mitchell

3
Machine Learning

In this chapter, we will formulate the machine learning foundations needed to understand
our image analysis pipeline, which leverages a specific type of machine learning called Deep
Learning, as well as other commonly used unsupervised machine learning algorithms.

3.1

Learning Algorithms

Machine learning (ML) is a subfield of computer science, related to artificial intelligence, that
seeks to provide computers with the ability to extract meaningful information from data in
the pursuit of performing a given task [50]. In contrast to more traditional algorithms, which
explicitly describe step-by-step procedures for obtaining specific quantities, ML algorithms
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allow the data to dictate which quantities are useful for completing a task without explicitly
programing them in advance [50]. That is, machine learning algorithms are concerned with
specifying how a computer should process certain data, not precisely what it needs to “learn,”
in order to complete a task.
More generally, a machine learning algorithm is presented with a certain experience (e.g.,
a series of examples with or without information about those examples) and is asked to
process those examples in such a way that its performance can be evaluated with respect
to a given task. The concept of an example is central to many learning algorithms and is
comprised of a collection of quantitative features that has been extracted from an instance
of an object subject to investigation. Examples are usually represented as a vector x ∈ Rn
where each entry xi of the vector is an individual feature of the object [50].
The nature of the experience - how examples are presented to the algorithm - can be
used to classify machine learning algorithms into three broad classes described below

3.1.1

Supervised Learning

Supervised learning algorithms operate under the classic “learn by example” paradigm where
the goal is to associate some input x with a target output y, given a training set of examples
(xi , yi ) containing both inputs and associated outputs [51]. Historically, the term supervised
learning originates from the idea that the machine learns under the supervision of an instructor who provides target outputs and shows the machine what to do [50]. If the algorithm is
asked map inputs to one of k discrete categories (i.e., produce a function f : Rn → {1 . . . k},
where f (x) specifies the class label y = f (x) ∈ {1, . . . , k}) the algorithm is said to be
performing a classification task [50]. A very popular classification task in the computer
vision community is the IMAGENET Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC),
in which an algorithm is asked to produce 5 class labels ci , i = 1, . . . , 5 in decreasing order
of confidence for each image in the IMAGNET database, a large, annotated collection of
natural images with 1000 categories such as dog, cat, ping-pong ball, etc. [52]. Alterna33
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tively, if the target output is continuous, such as the price of a house in thousands of dollars
given some of its properties (square footage, number of bedrooms, location, etc.) the task is
considered to be a regression problem [51].

3.1.2

Unsupervised Learning

The goal of unsupervised learning is to find a function that describes hidden structure in
unlabeled data. We would like to build representations from x that can be used to reduce
the number of variables needed to describe some system (dimensionality reduction) and/or
grouping data together based on certain features (clustering). The Unsupervised learning
finds many applications in data compression, anomaly detection, classification and preprocessing for other learning tasks.

Principal Components Analysis
Principal components analysis (PCA) is widely used algorithm for performing dimensionality reduction, which seeks to find a more “economical” representation of data discarding
highly-correlated, redundant information [53]. More specifically, PCA achieves this reduction by transforming to a new set of variables, the principal components (a lower dimensional
subspace), which are uncorrelated and attempt to highlight as much variation in the data
as possible [54].

3.1.3

Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning algorithms are particularly concerned with producing intelligent programs, often called agents, that interact with dynamic environments and must learn a sequences of actions that maximize some numerical reward based on scalar feedback signals
from the environment [55]. Some view reinforcement learning - learning from observing and
reacting to “cause and effect” relationships in the environment - as a fundamental way in
which humans and animals build up knowledge of the environment [56]. Deep reinforcement
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learning (reinforcement learning that incorporate deep neural networks) is a very active area
of research, and breakthrough achievements, such as AlphaGo’s victory over 3-time European
Go champion Fan Hui [57], the emergence of self driving cars, and impressive, two-legged
autonomous robots that can lift 100 pounds, traverse difficult snow and ice conditions and
jump up to four feet vertically [58] have recently made several appearances in popular news.

3.2

Linear Classification

Here we will describe a simple linear classifier in the context of image classification, which is
the task of assigning a single label to an image from a fixed set of categories. This approach
consists of two components: a score function that maps the raw data to class scores, and a
loss or cost function that qualifies the agreement between the predicted scores and ground
truth labels. Our objective will then be to minimize the loss function with respect to the
parameters of the score function [59].
Assume that we have a training dataset of N , D-dimensional images xi ∈ RD , with each
image associated with a class label yi , corresponding to one of K distinct categories. Now,
we want to define the score function f : RD → RK that maps the raw image pixels to class
scores:

f (xi , W, b) = Wxi + b,
where xi is an image whose pixels have been rearranged to form a single column vector in
RD . The matrix W ∈ RK×D , and the bias vector b ∈ Rk are the parameters or weights of
the function f [59].
It is useful to notice that the matrix multiplication Wxi is effectively evaluate K separate
classifiers in parallel (one for each class), where each classifier is a row of W. Given fixedinput, training, data (xi , yi ) with i = 1, 2, . . . , N , our task is to adjust the weights of W
such that, for all inputs in our dataset, the score of correct class is greater than the incorrect
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classes.

3.2.1

Loss function

We have previously defined a score function that maps pixel values to class scores, parameterized by a set of weights W. We will now define a loss function, which quantifies the
degree to which predicted class scores are consistent (or not consistent) with the ground
truth labels in the training data. The loss function will be high when there exists large
discrepancies between class scores and ground truth labels and low when the algorithm is
correctly classifying the training data [59].
A common loss function employed in linear classifiers is the multiclass support vector
machine (SVM) loss, which is configured such that assigning higher scores for correct class
labels yields lower loss values. Recall for the i-th example, we are given the pixels of the
image xi and the label yi that specifies the index of the correct class. The score function
and computes the vector f (xi , W) of class scores. For example, the score for the j-th class
is the j-th element f (xi , W)j . The multiclass SVM loss for the i-th example is then:

Li =

X

max(0, f (xi , W)j − f (xi , W)yi + ∆)

j6=yi

where ∆ is assumed to be a hyperparameter to be optimized during cross-validation. The
above equation sums over all the incorrect class scores that are not at least ∆ less than
the correct class score. In other words, if the score of the correct class does not exceed
an incorrect class score by at least a margin of ∆, then the incorrect class will contribute
to the SVM loss. On the other hand, if the correct class score does exceed the incorrect
class score by at least ∆, than the incorrect class does not contribute to the loss because
f (xi , W)j − f (xi , W)yi + ∆ < 0, so max(0, f (xi , W)j − f (xi , W)yi + ∆) = 0.
The threshold at zero max(0, −) function is often called the hinge loss [50, 59].
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Regularization

Although the formulation presented above is valid, the task of problem of finding a set
of weights W is not well-posed, particularly because given a dataset of images, there are
infinitely choices of W that correctly classify all examples (i.e., the margins for all classes
are met such that Li = 0 for i). For example, suppose we have a set of weights W correctly
classify all training examples (hence, the loss is zero for all examples). Then any scalar
multiple of these parameters λW with λ > 1 will also produce a loss of zero since multiplying
by λ has the effect of uniformly scaling the absolute differences between class scores.
One approach to circumventing the non-uniqueness of W is to impose a regularization
penalty R(W th at encodes some preference in the properties of the desired weights [50,
59, 54]. The most common regularization penalty is the squared, entrywise L2 norm, which
discourages large weights through an element-wise quadratic penalty over all the parameter:

R(W) = ||W||2,1 =

D
X

||wj || =

j

D
k
X
X
j

!
2
wij

i

We are in essence summing up all the squared elements of W, which does not depend
on the data. Including the regularization term, the full Multiclass Support Vector Machine
loss becomes:
D X
k
X
1 XX
2
[max(0, f (xi , W)j − f (xi , W)yi + ∆)] + λ
wij
L=
N i j6=y
j
i
i

where N is the number of training examples. The regularization term added to the loss
is weighted by the hyperparameter λ, which is typically determined by cross validation.

Softmax Classifier
The Softmax classifier, a popular alternative to the SVM classifier, utilizes a slightly different
loss function and is considered to be a generalization of the binary Logistic Regression
classifier to multiple classes. Unlike the SVM, which treats the output f (xi , W) as scores
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for each class, the Softmax classifier gives normalized class probabilities that maintain a
probabilistic interpretation [50, 59, 60, 54]. The Softmax classifier maintains the function
f (xi , W) = Wxi , but now these scores represent unnormalized log probabilities for each
class. Moreover, we replace the hinge loss function with a cross-entropy loss that has the
form:

Li = − log

efyi
P f
j
je

!
or equivalently

Li = −fyi + log

X

e fj

j

where fj = f (xi , W)j , the j-th element of the vector of class scores f (xi , W). As before,
the full loss for the dataset is the mean of Li over all training examples together with the
regularization term R(W). The function
e zj
fj (z) = P z
k
ke
is called the softmax function. It takes a vector of arbitrary real-valued scores (in z) and
transforms it into a vector of values between 0 and one that sum to one.

Information Theory View
The cross-entropy between a “true” distribution p and an estimated distribution q is defined
as:

H(p, q) = −

X

p(x) log q(x)

x

The Softmax classifier is therefore minimizing the cross entropy between the estimated
P
class probabilities (q = efyi / j efj ) and the “true” distribution, which is the distribution
where all probability mass is on the correct class (i.e., p = eyi , where ej is the j-th standard
basis vector). Furthermore, since the cross-entropy can be written in terms of entropy and
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the Kullback-Leibler divergence as H(p, q) = H(p) + DKL (p||q), and the entropy of the delta
function p is zeros, this is also equivalent to minimizing the KL divergence between the
two distributions. In other words, the cross entropy objective seeks a predicted distribution
whose probability mass is contained on the correct answer [51].

Probabilistic Interpretation
The expression
efyi
P (yi |xi ; W) = P fj
je
can be interpreted as the normalized probability assigned to the correct label yi given
the image xi and score function parameterized by W. Recall that the Softmax classifier
interprets the score inside the output vector f (xi , W) as the unnormalized log probabilities.
Exponentiating these quantities therefore gives the (unnormalized) probabilities, and the
division performs the normalization so that the probabilities sum to one. In the probabilisitc
interpretation, we are therefore minimizing the negative log liklihood of the correct class,
which can be interpreted as performing Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). A nice
feature of the view is that we can now also interpret the regularization term R(W) in the
full loss function as coming from a Gaussian prior over the weight matrix W|, where instead
of MLE we are performing the Maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation.

3.3
3.3.1

Neural Networks
Biological Motivation

The basic computational unit of the brain is the neuron. In artificial neural networks they
are frequently called units. Branching processes called dendrites receive input signals, which
travel to the cell body or soma where they are processed in what is called spatial and/or
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temporal summation. If this sum exceeds some threshold, the neuron sends an electrical
signal (or spike) down a single output process called an axon, which transmits the electrical
signal to the dendrites of neighboring neurons. Now, the idea is that we have some input
vector x (say the pixels in an image) and you compute its dot product with some weight
vector W plus some bias offset. This is somewhat analogous to spatial/temporal summation
carried out by actual neurons. Next we apply an activation function to the quantity which is
meant to represent the firing threshold/rate of a neuron. Each neuron behaves like a linear
classifier - taking some input and either saying yes or no.

3.3.2

Overview

A Neural Network (NN) is a function g mapping data x, for example an image, to an output
vector y, for example an image label. The function g = fL ◦ · · · ◦ f1 is the composition
of a sequence of simpler functions fl , which are called computational blocks or layers. Let
x1 , x2 , . . . , xL be the outputs of each layer in the network, and let x0 = x denote the network
input. Each intermediate output xl = fl (xl−1 ; Wl ) is computed from the previous output
xl−1 by applying the function fl with parameters Wl .
In section 3.2, given an image xi , we computed scores corresponding to different visual
categories with the equation

f (x, W) = Wx,
where W is a matrix containing the weights and x is an input column vector containing
the pixel data of the image. An intermediate layer of a neural network (fl ) is much like a
linear classifier with one key difference - it is not necessarily linear! Specifically, an activation
function or non-linearity is applied to the output vector of the linear classifier. Although
there are several possible activation functions that we could choose, the function max(0, ·)
is a simple non-linearity applied elementwise to all the activations (scores contained in the
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output vector) that thresholds all elements below zero, setting them to zero. Therefore,
with this choice of activation function, the output of the l-th layer of a neural network may
potentially be computed with

xl = fl (xl−1 , Wl ) = max(0, Wl xl−1 ),
which says that the weights of the l-th layer are multiplied by the input to the l-th layer,
xl−1 , and then thresholded such that all negative elements are set to zero. Notice that the
input to the l-th layer, xl−1 = fl−1 (xl−2 ; Wl−1 ), is simply the output of the (l − 1)-th layer,
so each layer is defined in terms of a set of weights and the output of the previous layer. The
full expression for the l-th layer is

xl = fl (xl−1 , Wl )
= max(0, Wl xl−1 )
= max(0, Wl max(0, Wl−1 xl−2 ))
..
.
fl ◦ fl−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f2 ◦ f1 (x0 , W1 )

The application of an activation function in between the layers neural of a network
crucially confers the ability for the output of the model to vary non-linearly with its input
variables. In other words, the output of a non-linear model cannot be reproduced from a
linear combination of the inputs. Furthermore, without a non-linearity, a neural network of
arbitrary depth (it could be hundreds of layers deep) would always behave like a single-layer
perceptron because the successive matrix multiplications could be simply be expressed as a
single, linear transformation due to associativity. To confirm this fact, notice that without
the non-linearity, we have
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xl = fl (xl−1 , Wl )
= Wl xl−1
= Wl Wl−1 xl−2
= Wl Wl−1 Wl−2 xl−3
= Wl Wl−1 Wl−2 . . . W1 x0
= Wx0

3.3.3

Activation Functions

In the previous section, we introduced the concept of an activation function, or non-linearity,
which performs a certain, fixed mathematical operation on a single input (e.g. max(0, ·)).
Historically, the sigmoid function (a special case of the logistic function) has been the nonlinearity of choice [50, 59, 60, 54] and has the mathematical form

σ(x) =

1
.
1 + e−x

The sigmoid activation function has the effect of compressing any real-valued output to
a value between zero and one, where large negative numbers are mapped close to zero and
large positive numbers are mapped to one. Since the intensity of a stimulus is related to the
frequency/rate of action potentials in the rate coding (sometimes called frequency coding)
model of neuronal firing, the sigma function has the nice interpretation as representing the
firing rate of a neuron: values close to 0 indicate little to no spiking while values close to one
are fully-saturated neurons firing at an assumed maximum frequency.
Unfortunately, sigmoid neurons are not zero-centered and tend to saturate at the tails
zero and one and “kill” gradients since the gradient in the tail regions is almost zero. As
a consequence, the sigmoid non-linearity has recently fallen out of favor, and a related
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Figure 3.1: Sigma non-linearity takes any real number and compresses into range of [0, 1] to
simulate the firing rate of a neuron.
activation function, tanh(x) = 2σ(2x) − 1, is almost always preferred to the sigmoid nonlinearity since its output range, [−1, 1], is zero-centered. Even still, the tanh non-linearity’s
activations tend to saturate [59].
Currently, the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) is the non-linearity of choice for many popular neural network architectures of choice [50]. It simply thresholds the activation at 0. In
other words, it computes the function f (x) = max(0, x).

3.3.4

Neural Network Architecture

Artificial neurons, often called units are the fundamental building blocks of neural networks
(Figure 3.2). Neural network models consists of units that are connected together in various
ways. Most frequently, neurons are organized in layers, where every neuron is connected to all
other neurons in the neighboring layers (Figure 3.2), forming feed-forward neural networks.

3.4
3.4.1

Gradient-Based Learning
Overview

The process of training a neural network constitutes finding a suitable set of parameters given
a training set and a loss function (also referred to as an error or cost function), i.e., the
process of “learning” from some data x can be formulated as determining the models param-
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Figure 3.2: Basic components of a neural network model. (Left) An artificial neuron receives
input from the axon of another neuron, computes a dot product with a set of internal weights,
which is thresholded by an activation function and propagated downstream. (Right) An
example of a feed-forward neural network, also known as a multilayer perceptron.
eters W that minimize the loss function L(x, W) (for convenience, we’ll write L(W), since
x is fixed during training). Immediately, one recognizes that, like many machine learning
algorithms, training a neural network simply reduces to solving an an optimization problem,
where the task of minimizing or maximizing some objection function f is accomplished by
altering its inputs [50].
From an optimization perspective, a major strength of neural networks, that they can
model complex data by approximating highly nonlinear functions, poses additional hurdles to
the training procedure as the non-convexity of the loss function L implies many local minima
and no analytical solution for the parameters W [50, 60, 54]. Therefore, the dominant
approach to training a neural network involves an iterative scheme whereby the error of
training examples is computed and small adjustments are made to W as to reduce the error.
The gradient of the loss function is particularly useful during this iterative procedure
because it tells us how to change W in order to reduce the value of L(W). As a generalization
of the derivative for functions of multiple inputs, the gradient of a function f is the the vector
containing all the partial derivatives
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in red, continually taking steps in the direction of the negative gradient until it reaches a
local minimum.
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where the nth element describes how f changes with respect to the n input. More importantly, the vector ∇x f points in the direction of great rate of increase of f [61]. Therefore,
during the τ th iteration, the most sensible change to W is given by

Wτ +1 = Wτ − α∇W L(Wτ ),
where α > 0 is the learning rate determines how the step size at each iteration and has
consequences for the rate of convergence [50, 59, 54, 60]. Formally known as the gradient
descent algorithm, this procedure instructs us to step W in the direction of negative gradient
at each iteration as this update will produce the greatest decrease in L(W).
Intuitively, the gradient descent algorithm can be thought of as a way of intelligently descending some high-dimensional error surface. In 2 dimensions, the error surface may loosely
resemble some smooth mountain range maintaining many peaks and valleys. Minimizing the
error function equates to traversing down the surface by always taking steps in the “steepest”
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direction, eventually arriving at the bottom of a valley (Figure 3.3).

3.5

Backpropagation Algorithm

The backpropagation algorithm, frequently just called “backprop” is critically important for
training neural networks via gradient descent, which requires that the gradient of the error
function be computed at every iteration. Recall that the error function accepts the output
of the forward pass as an argument, and thus is a function of the forward pass. However,
the NN itself is the composition of many simpler functions that carry out computations at
the level of individual layers, all of which maintain their own set of weights Wl . Thus, in
order to minimize the error function with gradient descent, we must find the gradient with
respect to all the parameters of the network.
Backpropagation is a elegant application of the chain rule that allows for efficient computation of the gradient of the error function with respect to any neuron in the network.
From calculus, the chain rule provides a method for computing the derivative of a function
formed by composing other functions whose derivatives are known [61, 50]. More concretely,
if z = f (y) and y = g(x) so that z = f (g(x)), then the chain rule states that
dz dy
dz
=
.
dx
dy dx
Intuitively, starting with the gradient of the output layer and working backwards towards
the input layer, the chain rule is recursively applied to calculate the gradient of lth layer
with respect to the (l + 1)th layer. In this sense, gradient information flows or “propagates”
backwards, informing us how to update the weights of the intermediate layers.
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3.6. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS

Convolutional Neural Networks
Overview

In a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), the data has a spatial structure: each xl ∈
RHl ×Wl ×Cl is a 3D array or tensor where the first two Hl (height) and Wl (width) are
interpreted as spatial dimensions. The third dimension Cl is instead interpreted as the
number of feature channels. Hence, the tensor xl represents a Hl ×Wl field of Cl -dimensional
feature vectors, one for each spatial location. A forth dimension Nl in the tensor spans
multiple data samples packed in a single batch for efficient parallel processing. The number
of data samples Nl in a batch is called the batch cardinality. The network is convolutional
because the functions fl are local ans translation invariant operators (i.e. non-linear filters)
like linear convolution.
It is also possible to construct CNNs with more than two spatial dimensions, where
the additional dimensions may represent volume of time. In fact, there are few [ a-priori]
restrictions on the format of data in neural networks in general. Many useful NNs contain a
mixture of convolutional layers together with layers that process other data types such as text
strings, or perform other operations that do not strictly conform to the CNN assumptions.
NNs are often used as classifies or regressors. For example, CNNs trained on the popular
imagenet dataset output ŷ = f (x), a vector of probabilities, one for each of the 1,000 possible
image labels (dog, cat, trilobite, . . . ). If y is the true label of image x, we can measure the
CNN performance by a loss function `y ∈ R that assigns a penalty to classification errors.
The CNN parameters can then be tuned or learned to minimize this loss averaged over a large
dataset of labeled example images. Learning generally uses a variant of stochastic gradient
descent (SGD). While this is an efficient method (for this type of problem), networks may
contain several million parameters and need to be trained on millions of images.
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4
Image Registration

4.1

Overview

Imaging is a primary means by which we can capture and store information about matter
in our environment. Multiple images of the same object or scene tend to share information
that can be used to establish a correspondence between them. Image registration is the
process of spatially aligning two or more images to a common coordinate system (i.e., such
that corresponding points assume the same coordinates) [62] so that the aligned images
can be directly compared, combined and analyzed. Thus, automated estimation of the
correspondence between images and recovery of the underlying geometrical transformation
is a fundamental goal of image registration [62, 63].
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Applications
Image registration finds applications across the sciences, including astronomy, astrophysics,
biology, chemistry, criminology, genetics, medicine, physics - really any area involving imaging techniques. Historically, image registration has consisted of rigid transformations, where
the set of available transformations was limited to rotation, translation and scaling operations
to achieve correspondence between images. The need to represent more complex, non-linear
transformations to correct for non-rigid deformations of soft-bodied objects, as frequently
observed in medical imaging where an imaged organ has undergone some local deformation,
has inspired advances non-rigid or non-linear image registration technique. Applications
of non-linear registration techniques are certainly not limited to motion compensation in
medical imaging (although that is an area that generates a great demand) [64]. Non-rigid
techniques have also been used in object tracking algorithms, multimodal image fusion (combining images of the same scene with different imaging modalities) [65], segmentation [66]
and, critical to this work, atlas construction.

Challenges in image registration
Despite its successful application in a variety of different domains, non-rigid image registration is still consider and unsolved problem [63, 65]. Defining a reasonable correspondence
between images is particularly challenging to do given an arbitrary scene. Many similarity
and dissimilarity measures have been formulated through the years, each maintaining its
own strengths and weakness [62]. The majority are specifically designed for for a certain
set of conditions and robust against particular sets of problematic properties. Therefore,
domain-specific knowledge must be utilized to select the similarity measure best suited for
the problem. In other words, there does not a single similarity/dissimilarity metric that
performs optimally in all situations.
In image registration of biological tissue, defining a correspondence between anatomical/morphological elements can be quite difficult to formulate mathematically [63]. In many
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instances the registration process may get “stuck” in a local minimum where the resulting
transformation produces a biologically infeasible result despite minimizing the mathematical quantity describing the correspondence. We suspect that this undesirable effect is a
consequence of pixel-based similarity measures that only depend on the pairwise difference
between corresponding pixels (e.g., sum of squared differences) or global image statistics
(mutual information).

4.2

Registration Framework

An image registration algorithm consists of three main components:
1. similarity measure - a criterion, usually an objective function, that achieves an
optimum when two images verify a certain relationship (i.e., SSD, MI, RC).
2. transformation model - a model that defines the allowed set of transformations
required to align the images.
3. optimization method - a numerical algorithm that finds a set of parameters that optimize a given similarity measure. Popular methods include Gradient Descent, QuasiNewton, Conjugate Gradient, and Levenberg-Marquardt.
Enforcing certain properties on the function used to describe the transformation, known
as regularization, plays an essential role in ensuring the registration problem is well posed.
Imposing penalties on undesirable transformation properties allows us to decide which transformation is “best” and find a unique solution. Regularization is discussed further in subsection 4.2.3.

4.2.1

Similarity and Dissimlarity Measures

The way one chooses to measure the correspondences between images during registration
gives rise to two fundamentally different approaches: feature-based and intensity-based meth50
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ods. Although both approaches extract certain quantities from images for use in registration,
the nature of these quantities differ significantly. While intensity-based methods derive information directly from image intensities (pixels), feature-based methods must extract certain
“points-of-interest” within an image before matching them with corresponding points in the
other image.

Feature-based Registration
Feature-based image registration methods Extract a set of geometrical features from one
image and match them with their counterparts in another [63]. Typical features typically
include corner points, landmarks, line segments, anatomical regions and biomarkers.
The ability to reliable and efficiently extract distinct features robust against geometric
and photometric variances has been a major interest of the computer vision community
since it can be used for many tasks including image registration [67]. Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) is among the most prominent feature extraction methods, as it detects
highly distinctive features invariant to scale and rotation, and shows robustness against distortion, changes in viewpoint and noise [68]. A major advantage to feature-based registration
is that it is computationally less expensive - matching is based solely on geometrical features. However, a challenged to feature-based registration is reliably and robustly extracting
corresponding features.

Intensity-based Registration
Alternatively, it is possible to define a similarity measure directly on intensities using dense,
voxel-wise similarity measures in what is known as intensity-based registration. Common
similarity measures
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One of the simplest feature-based similarity measures: L2 norm:
~ sim =
E

K
X

||T (~cJk ) − ~cJk ||2

k=1

where ~cJk and ~cIk are the locations of feature points
extracted from the images J and I, respectively.

Figure 4.1: Feature based registration using a simple L2 norm. Intuitively, the aim is to
find a transformation that minimize the distance between the corresponding points in the
reference image and the moving image after the transformation has been applied to the
moving image.

ESSD (T ) =

N
X
(In − JnT )2

sum of squared differences (SSD)

n=1

ECC (T ) =

Cov(I, J)
VarI ∗ VarJ

correlation coefficient

EM I (T ) = H(I) + H(J T ) − H(I, J T )

4.2.2

mutual information

Transformation Model

The transformation model defines the way to deform one image to match the other. Two
major classes of transformation models are typically employed:
• rigid: depends on parameters: rotation and translation
• simplest non-rigid: affine, which allows for skews and shearing
• Non-rigid transformations, which subdivide into:
– parametric - depends on parameters
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– non-parametric - estimate transformation as unknown function with variational
calculus

4.2.3

Regularization

Regularization enforces certain properties on a function (e.g., smoothness, sparsity or rigidity). Regularization is a key component in making the problem of image registration well
posed, (i.e., satisfies existence, uniqueness and continuity conditions). Consider estimating a
transformation over the image domain given a set of corresponding landmarks. The solution
is not unique! There are infinitely many transformations that will match the corresponding
landmarks.
A standard regularization approach is to augment the existing optimization problem with
a regularization term:

E(f ) = S(f ) + αR(f )
where S(f ) is some objective function, R(f ) is the regularization term and α is a trade-off
parameter. A well known example: fit a function f to the given data point yi specified the
regularized loss function:

E(f ) =

X
(yi − f (xi ))2 + α||P~ f ||2
i

where P is a linear operator, e.g. first or second derivative operator.
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“Peanuts and Loafers . . . ”
— Jason B. Castro

5
Methods and Results

The multi-resolution and multi-modal nature of data generated in large-scale neuroscience
investigations raises several new informatics challenges that must be overcome if the potential
value of these endeavors are to be fully realized. Moreover, the shear magnitude of these
projects requires that transforming the raw data into a format suitable for analysis is fully
automated. Although much of todays data generation and preparation can be completed
with sophisticated, production line - based operations, critical components of processing, such
as region/structure annotation, quality control at all intermediate stages of data extraction,
and almost all aspects of analysis still demand significant time and effort from experts in
the field. With data pipelines now routinely generating imaging data in the terabyte/day
range, human-based tasks, including exploratory analyses, will very quickly become one of
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the most significant bottlenecks, inhibiting progress in brain research as the breadth and
depth of these investigations continue to increase.
The underlying motivation behind the following work is to establish a broad and widely
applicable framework for processing, analyzing, and integrating neuroimaging data in an
unsupervised manner. Towards this aim, we establish the feasibility of such a framework
by demonstrating relative success with ABA dataset. As the project developed, pipeline
design decisions were driven largely by the observation that choosing to explicitly exploit
properties specific to certain classes of images to carry out our pipeline almost guaranteed
that it would not work for others, and that adapting existing machinery to handle these new
problematic cases as they were encountered was often non-trivial. Although time constraints
have prevented the elimination of all dependencies between the specific properties of the ABA
dataset and workings of our pipeline, the future directions of this work described in chapter 6
suggests that we have plans for converging on a dataset agnostic framework.

5.1

Image Processing and Data Extraction

The steps used to download, process and extract data from the ABA are loosely inspired
by Ramsden et al. [69], with significant modifications highlighted below. Although we aim
to develop a modular and self-contained processing module in the long-term, it was still
necessary to develop infrastructure for managing the low-level logistics of interfacing with
the ABA. The code used in this study is available at https://github.com/CastroLab/
ABA-Image-Registration.

5.1.1

Image Download from the ABA

Images were downloaded from the ABA database using their application programming interface (API: http://www.brain-map.org/api/index.html). Since ABA coronal sections
begin at the back of the brain and move caudally, we selected sections whose reference atlas
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Figure 5.1: Canonical image data of coronal brain section containing the olfactory bulb and
mitral cell layer (MCL). All images were downloaded from the ABA’s Mouse Brain Atlas at
full resolution using the ABA’s API. (Left) Raw In-situ hybridization (ISH) image probing
for the Wnt8a gene and (Right) corresponding expression image. The red arrows point to
the location of the MCL.
index is above 400, which has been empirically determined to be the anatomical location
of the OB. For each section, two JPEG files were downloaded at full 10x resolution: a ISH
image file and a corresponding expression image file (Figure 5.1). Images are approximately
2 MB each and stored on college-provided server space.

5.1.2

ISH Image Quality Control

Although the ABA has established rigorous QA/QC protocols [12], defects in their final
dataset are inevitable, given the scale of their operation (Figure 5.2). Moreover, the ABA
pipeline requires a trained individual to manually accept or reject each image based on
certain criteria, which allow data to move onto further processing and public release only
if 80% of images withing a series pass QC [12]. As a consequence, it was necessary to
develop automated, “second-order” quality control routines in order to impose more rigorous
standards on the images that continue on to the next processing stage. Sections with tears,
rips, and folds, the most common image defects, frequently did not contain sufficient amounts
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Figure 5.2: Image defects either corrected or discarded by our quality control module. Images
containing bubbles not directly obstructing or distorting tissue, such as the image bounded
by the red box, could be salvaged with careful cropping and tissue masking routines and
continue through the pipeline. Images with significant rips, tears, distortions, asymmetries,
missing tissue or poor focus were discarded and did not contribute to the final matrix.
of viable tissue and were discarded. Bubbles, although quite prevalent in the ABA, were not
as problematic since most bubbles neither obstructed nor distorted the tissue significantly,
and thus could be removed altogether, allowing us to retain the section for further processing.

5.1.3

Image Preprocessing

In their raw form, images downloaded from the ABA are of variable dimensions and scale.
Thus, we have developed automated cropping, scaling and segmentation routines such that
grayscale tissue sections are centered on a new image of 480 (width) × 480 (height) pixels
using the MATLAB image processing toolbox (Figure 5.3). ISH images move on for further
processing while no further changes are made to the expression images until an appropriate
transformation has been obtained from registering the corresponding ISH image.
Image preprocessing of the ISH images proceeds in the following way:
1. Grayscale Conversion: Images are converted to 3D RGB images to 2D grayscale
(intensity) images using MATLAB’s standard rgb2gray() function.
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2. Filtering: A Gaussian filter with size 2d2σe + 1 where σ = 1 is applied image followed
by a contrast enhancement operation, MATLAB’s imadjust(), which leaves only 1%
of the new image intensity values saturated out of the range of the minimum and
maximum values of the original image.
3. Tissue Segmentation and Cropping: Constraining the set of possible transformations to be explored by the registration algorithm by presenting it with properly segmented brain sections (i.e., only the pixels of interest and nothing more) was one of the
key insights into producing successful registrations. Our function aba mask tissue()
applies a series of temporary image operations (later discarded) to generate a binary
segmentation mask, which is used to mask and crop the tissue prior to registration.
To briefly summarize, the most successful iteration of this routine begins with simple
background subtraction and contrast enhancement to strengthen the tissue’s signal.
To remove high frequency noise associated with fine structure regions (e.g., glomeruli)
without degrading important, well-defined signals such as the MCL, we perform 2-D
adaptive noise-removal using a pixelwise adaptive Wiener filter (wiener2()), which
varies with the estimated mean and variance of a local m × n neighborhood (in our
case, [5, 5]) around each pixel [70]. Next, a local minimum of a smoothed image histogram of pixel intensity counts constrained to intensities above 210 is used to isolate
and remove all off-white background pixels. To convert the remaining grayscale tissue
to a binary mask, a global image threshold level is determined using Otsu’s method,
which seeks to minimize intraclass variance of the black and white pixels [71]. Lastly,
this mask is passed though additional stages of filtering and morphological operations
(dilations and erosions) to generate one smooth and continuous segmentation mask.
4. Downsampling: The final ISH images and binary masks are resized to a size of
480 × 480 pixels based on the observation that the registration algorithm performs
significantly better (more accurate registrations, reduced processing time and memory
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consumption) at these smaller scales.

Figure 5.3: Results of preproccessing stage. A binary segmentation mask (left) is obtained
through a series of image processing steps, including filtering, thresholding and morphological
operations. The bounding box of the segmentation mask is used to crop and mask the
grayscale ISH image (right).

5.2

Mapping ISH Data to a Common Coordinate System

A primary goal of this informatics pipeline is to establish a common anatomical framework to
which individual imaged sections can be mapped in an automated, high-throughput manner.
Despite standardized animal conditions and controlled environments (same strain, age, sex,
weight, etc.), intersubject variation between mice brains is significant enough to necessitate
an image registration stage to effectively compare common regions from distinct brains.
Given the highly-nonlinear anatomical nature of the mouse brain (and soft-tissue, in general),
a combination of rigid and non-rigid transformations must be applied at multiple resolution
scales to produce the global and local tissue warping necessary to register anatomical features
of interest.
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Figure 5.4: Reference/template image generated from 15 hand-picked ISH images that underwent groupwise image registration.

5.2.1

Generation of Reference Images

Precise extraction of MCL-specific expression information from a large collection 2D ISH
images requires obtaining the anatomical correspondences between pixels across all images
in a given plane of section (i.e., registering all images in a plane to the same image). In this
way, given a specific coordinate along the MCL, it is possible to identify the gene expression
of all genes at that precise location. To establish a common coordinate system, we have
developed the means for generating reference or “template” images for canonical planes of
section covering the rostral-caudal extent of the olfactory bulb and its border (Figure 5.4).
Although the template corresponding central rostral-caudal plane (Figure 5.4) served as our
primary reference image, additional templates can be generated by the same method.
To generate a reference image for given anatomical plane, we hand selected 15-20 representative ISH images that maintained (1) relatively uniform expression in the mitral cell
layer, (2) good tissue quality, and (3) medium ISH staining intensity – criteria that have
been shown to be successful in generating reference images [69]. Although this step is a
remnant of an out-dated design philosophy, an unsupervised approach (in progress) for determining the appropriate number of reference sections and which images should contribute
to generating a specific template is discussed extensively in chapter 6. After being prepro60
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cessed as described in subsection 5.1.3, these representative sections are rigidly aligned by
MATLAB’s intensity-based image registration from the image processing toolbox. Here, we
employ regular step gradient descent and mean squared error optimizer metric. During this
rigid alignment, an affine transformation (translation, rotation, scale, shear) is applied to
the moving image and stored for future use.
Next, images from a canonical plane undergo group-wise, non-linear registration using
the Medical Image Registration Toolbox (MIRT) for MATLAB [72]. This group-wise registration algorithm seeks to find a set of transformations such that all the transformed images
are registered to the mean transformed image under specific similarity metric such as mutual
information or residual complexity. Currently, MIRT utilize parametric, free form deformation, specifically cubic B-splines as the class of transforms. Investigators have had success
using mutual information and cubic B-splines [69], although a fair amount of experimentation devoted to determining the optimal transformation parameters revealed that the success
of a registration, given a choice of similarity metric, depends heavily on the prior processing steps and the image itself. Material Similarity (MS) was the similarity metric used to
generate the template shown in Figure 5.4. From this group-registration, we obtain a transformation for each of the hand-picked images. Finally, to generate our reference image, we
apply these transforms and calculate the mean image.

5.2.2

Determining the Nearest Reference Image

Once reference images have been generated for the planes of interest, all remaining images are
assigned to the “closest” reference section. In theory, identifying the closest reference section
(the reference that qualitatively “looks” most similar) is a straightforward classification task.
Indeed, Ramsden et al. [69] were able to perform a similar, medio-lateral classification using
a binary SVM trained and tested on the PHOW features extracted from manually labeled
images for 1000 genes (∼ 5000 images). At this stage, we also take or discarded due to
poor section quality (holes, tears, bubbles, etc.). In an effort to ensure that, of the ∼ 30,000
61
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Figure 5.5: Standard Alexnet architecture comprised of 5 convolutional (green) + ReLU
(blue) layers, three of which are followed by max pooling (red), and three fully connected
(“dense”) layers (green columns) for a total of 7 hidden layers and an output layer [7].
images, only high quality sections are retained and correctly classified based on their rostralcaudal extent, we make use recent advances in machine learning to perform automated
classification. Here, we deployed a convolutional neural network (CNN) finetuned to aid in
this classification task. In particular, we will group sections into at least 4 different classes:
(1) poor quality/unusable sections, (2) good quality, “central” sections, (3) good quality
sections caudal to central plane (4) good quality sections rostral to central plane. To build
training, testing and validation sets, a primitive MATLAB GUI was developed to expedite
manual labeling.
Prior to the recent trend of deep convolutional neural networks, a typical method for
image classification required specialized feature extraction to be used as inputs to a linear
classifier such as a support vector machine or softmax classifier. The advantage of using
CNNs is that investigators do not need specialized knowledge in engineering appropriate
feature extractors. Rather, features and their weights are learned from end-to-end. In this
sense, the deep network “decides” which features are distinguishing and assigns weights
accordingly.
We utilized MatConvNet [73], a deep learning framework developed with expression,
speed, and modularity in mind by the Oxford Visual Geometry Group. MatConvNet offers
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a large selection of pre-trained models suited for different tasks such as image classification,
object detection, face recognition and and semantic segmentation. For efficiency, we have
followed a transfer learning approach, emphi.e., selected pre-trained model, the popular
alexnet architecture [7] trained on imagenet, and fine-tuned only the last fully connected
layer and softmax classifier on approximately 3000 images partitioned into two categories
(Figure 5.5). In essence, we have used the CNN as a powerful feature extractor. During the
training process, we applied standard data augmentation techniques, including horizontal
flips, random crops/scales, color jittering (randomly jitter contrast), and random mixes of
translation, rotation, stretching and shearing. We had originally intended on performing 1fold cross validation and random search (as opposed to grid search) to optimize a number of
relevant hyperparameters including the initial learning rate, the learning rate decay schedule
(decay constant) and regularization strength (L2 penalty and dropout strength), although
we found this unnecessary for our purposed.
Figure 5.6 shows a 2D t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor (t-SNE) embedding of approximately 5000 ISH images. This embedding, which seeks to preserve high-dimensional (L2)
distances, was generated from the 4096-dimensional fc7 feature vectors of our trained CNN.
The qualitative similarity of sections in local neighborhoods suggest that our trained model
is capable of extracting high-level yet lower-dimensional representation of the image content.

5.2.3

Registration of ISH images to the reference image

After all sections have been vetted for tissue quality and assigned to a plane of section, each
is individually preprocessed as described above and then pair-wise registered to its respective
reference image. We use many of the same parameters determined to be sufficient for generating the reference images; however, we opted to increase the transformation regularization
weight λ to avoid overly large deformations. The output of the MIRT algorithm is a transform describing how the rigidly transformed image is deformed. Histograms of similarity
metrics (MI and SSD) between moving images and the template before and after registra63
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Figure 5.6: t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor (t-SNE) embedding of ABA images. t-SNE
was applied to the 4096-dimensional fc7 feature vectors extracted from 5000 randomly sampled bulb-containing sections to generate a 2-dimensional embedding that respects the highdimensional (L2) distances. t-SNE arranges images such that neighboring images have similar fc7 feature vectors. (Top left inlet) The CNN grouped poor quality sections (rips, tears,
asymmetries) together in the top left corner. (Top right inlet). The CNN described sections
in the canonical OB plane of section similarly. (Bottom left inlet) Sections of predominantly
cortex tended to cluster in this region of the embedding. Together, the qualitative similarity
of images in local neighborhoods suggest that the CNN’s fc7 layer maintains a high-level yet
lower-dimensional representation of the image content.
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Figure 5.7: Registration statistics before and after image transformation is applied to the
moving image. (Left) Degree of similarity between the moving image and template as measured by their mutual information (MI). Large MI indicates a greater degree of similarity.
(Right) The sum of squared differences (SSD), a pixel-based distance measure, reveals a
overall decrease in distance between the moving images and template.
tion reveals that registration the registration algorithm, in majority of cases, is able to find a
transformation that increases similarity (or decreases dissimlarity) as intended (Figure 5.7).

5.2.4

Applying Registration Transformation to Expression Images

Since we have recorded both the affine/rigid alignment and the non-linear deformation for
each ISH image, we are be able to apply that same transform to original ISH images for
visual assessment of registration and to the expression images for extracting pixel intensities
of the mitral cell layer.

5.2.5

Image Registration Quality Control

To assess the accuracy of registration, we investigated several measures of registration success. To begin, we recorded the similarity metric (e.g. SSD, MI, RC) used in the MIRT
registration algorithm. By randomly subsampling a subset of the registered images and
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Figure 5.8: Montage of ISH images post registration. (Left) A collection of successful registrations as determined by our selection criteria. (Right) Poor registrations determined by
our empirically determined criteria. Notice that some successful registrations are flagged
under this criteria.
manually assigning registration accuracy, we can empirically determine a threshold each registration must exceed to be considered adequate. Lastly, we intended to explore machine
learning techniques in an attempt to filter registrations that are qualitatively quite poor,
but aren’t flagged by other metrics. Again, we propose ML-based techniques to handle this
issue in chapter 6.

5.2.6

Extraction of Mitral Cell Layer Pixel Intensities

Since we had already explored edge detection routines extensively during preprocessing development, and since the mitral cell layer, in most cases, maintains strong leading edges,
extracting MCL pixel intensities was in principle (but not in practice) straightforward to
execute reliably. With a few minutes of experimentation, obtaining the MCL contour given
a single ISH image is achievable using standard edge-detection algorithms; however, finding
a relationship between the properties of an image and input parameters to standard edgedetection algorithms such that the correct parameters are chosen automatically based on
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Figure 5.9: (Left) Mitral cell layer contour mask used to extract MCL pixel intensities.
(Right) The gene × voxel matrix generated by our processing pipeline.
image properties is non-trivial. Furthermore, defining what constitutes a successful contour
extraction is difficult to formulate mathematically, so a simple ML approaches aren’t viable,
to the best of our knowledge. Fortunately, since images are registered to a common 2D coordinate system, MCL contour extraction must only be performed once per reference image
Figure 5.9. With this mask, we were able to generate a gene × voxel matrix (henceforth
referred to as “the Matrix”) cataloging gene expression at every coordinate along the mitral
cell layer for approximately 8,000 of the 20,000 genes that make up the mouse genome.

5.3

Data Analysis and Statistics

The primary product of the image processing and data extraction steps described above is
the large gene × voxel Matrix that maps gene expression levels at every coordinate along the
mitral cell layer for a primary plane of section and for a significant fraction of the genome.
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Most of the proposed analysis stems from the Matrix.

5.3.1

Identification of canonical spatial expression profiles for individual genes

For each gene, we have its gene expression levels at every point along the mitral cell layer. We
wondered if genes tend to cluster into several or many canonical patterns of expression. For
example, does a subset of genes tend to exhibit fairly uniform distribution across the mitral
cell layer? Perhaps expression for some genes is clumped and “patchy” in a way that tells us
something about the modularity of the bulb’s intrinsic circuits. To address this question, we
applied Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF), a dimensionality reduction techniques
that decomposes a high-dimensional matrix M into the product of two lower rank matrices
W (basis vectors) and H (coefficients). Critically, both W and H are non-negative by design,
which differs from other popular dimensionality reduction techniques such as PCA.
Briefly, NMF seeks to express the origin matrix M to reveal the internal structure of the
data by reducing it in a way that best highlights the variance within Figure 5.10. Next, we
can supply this lower-dimensional representation of gene expression to a powerful clustering
algorithm, namely k-means clustering, to partition genes into one of several classes. We
expect that a combination exploratory data analysis knowledge of the biology will inform
much of the parameter selection and model tuning.

5.3.2

Examination of non-overlapping modules characterized by
many genes

Here we take a similar approach to the one described above. However, instead of clustering
genes by their spatial expression profiles, we will cluster specific regions of the mitral cell
layer by local patterns of genes expression. By clustering in the spatial domain, we will not
only be able to verify previously known subdivisions but gather decisive evidence in favor
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Figure 5.10: NMF dimensionality reduction applied to gene × MCL voxel matrix. (Left)
Root-mean-square deviation (reconstruction error) as a function of subspace size (number of
basis vectors). Approximately 17 basis vectors are needed to minimize the RMSD. (Right).
Intensity profiles (basis vectors) of gene expression obtained from NMF with a subspace size
of 2.
or against the hypothesis that non-overlapping, heterogeneous submodules form intrinsic
circuits of the olfactory bulb.
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“I think AI is akin to building a rocket ship. You need a huge
engine and a lot of fuel. If you have a large engine and a tiny
amount of fuel, you won’t make it to orbit. If you have a tiny
engine and a ton of fuel, you can’t even lift off. To build a rocket
you need a huge engine and a lot of fuel.”
— Andrew Y. Ng

6
Discussion

In the present work, we have specifically set out to design, develop and deploy a data-driven
approach for investigating the molecular heterogeneity of the brain. The primary purpose of
this thesis is therefore to collect, generate and present evidence that motivates our proposed
approach, supports its feasibility, and highlights its capacity to advance the fields in which
its rooted. Towards this aim, we have implemented the first stage of our proposed framework
and have used it to address specific question pertaining to the molecular heterogeneity of the
mouse olfactory system. Over the course of development, we found that the distinguishing
qualities of our approach tended to mitigate the anticipated challenges associated with large
scale neuroscience investigations. Preliminary results derived from the primary product of
our pipeline’s first stage confirmed our intuitions about the heterogeneity of the olfactory
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bulb’s intrinsic circuits and encourages the continued pursuit of the work.

6.1

Challenges

All of the most significant technical challenges encountered during development were directly
related to the scale of the project, which demanded high-throughput, fully-automated methods, and the variability of the data, which prevented simple, “one-size-fits-all” subroutines.
More specifically, we found it challenging to express high-level processing steps as simple
progressions of standard image processing and computer vision functions because ensuring
that any given function within the pipeline produces the desired output frequently requires
finding a relationship between the additional parameters of that function and the properties of the input data, which is almost always the product of some other function and its
parameters. Thus, exploring this high-dimensional parameter space consisting of all sensible combinations of image processing and computer vision routines, the parameters they
accept and the order in which they should be called is expensive, time-consuming and very
difficult to automate, even when formulated as an optimization problem, because expressing high-level output specifications as mathematical cost functions is difficult to do in the
general case. To put it more concretely, the seemingly simple task of building a function,
segment MCL(ISH image), that accepts an arbitrary ABA ISH image (or even an ISH image
selected from a highly constrained set of reference atlas indices), segments the mitral cell
layer if it is present, and returns a binary segmentation mask is deceptively challenging, and
one we struggled with until introducing more sophisticated approaches.
We are in essence describing a fundamental problem in computer vision, which is the task
of extracting the appropriate semantic content from an image in a form that can be used
to carry out the desired task. In fact, a primary focus of the vision community has been
the development of sophisticated feature extractors designed to extract specific semantic
properties in an image and algorithms that exploit these features in various ways. Although
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these algorithms have seen many successes over the year, the problem of determining which
algorithm will extract the appropriate semantic content requires domain-specific knowledge
and expertise in the algorithms. It is exactly for this reason that deep learning has become
so widely adopted in the vision community; it is possible to extract, and thus operate on the
right “higher-order,” semantic features without having to specify what they are or how to
obtain them.
This seeming subtle advantage presented itself repeatedly throughout the course of development in very concrete ways. A critical step in establishing a common coordinate system
involved generating a reference template and appropriately selecting corresponding sections
for registration. Additionally, the observation that MIRT registration algorithm is very sensitive to the input images, especially the groupwise registration algorithm, which is intended
for video stabilization, meant that our pipeline had to be quite good at identifying sections
that are qualitatively, not just quantitatively similar. Equivalently, we needed to define a
semantic distance between images that was robust against orientation, scale intensity etc.
To justify this claim, consider the pathological case of measuring the SSD between two
identical sections where one section is simply horizontally translated the width of the section
such that there is no overlap between the two. These are, of course, identical sections, and
the sensible “distance” between them, for our purposes, ought to be zero. In reality the SSD
would be twice the sum of squared, non-zero pixel intensities (assuming a black background),
and these two images may not be flagged for registration to one another, despite requiring
a very basic translation. Although we never experience issues of this magnitude, there
were instances where we found pixel-based similarity metrics, for which this effect is quite
common, to be inadequate, even problematic at times.
Pixel-based similarity metrics were most frequently a problem during intensity-based
registration. After having observed the registration progress of many failed registrations,
we noted that if two images diverge significantly early in the registration progress, then the
algorithm will likely fail to converge or fail to register the images. The algorithm uses the
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gradient of the similarity metric to propose the next transformation. If the input images are
very different from each other, than the gradient signal will be quite strong, and the algorithm
will propose a rather bold transformation. If that transformation happens to land at a lower
coordinate on the error surface, then the algorithm will accept the transformation, despite
it being wildly implausible from a tissue deformation perspective. Furthermore, because the
step size γ is annealed at a fixed rate, the registration progress may get stuck in a local
(and incorrect) minimum, if it is not able to self correct within a few iterations. In these
cases where the registration failed dramatically, it is possible to manual adjust λ a Laplacian
regularization term, although you risk undershooting the transformation if λ becomes to
large.

6.2

Future Deliverables

In developing a DL-based solution to the challenges described in section 6.1, we realized that
a sensible next step would involve extending this newly developed machinery to coordinate
and improve other aspects of the pipeline. There are numerous advantages to converting
functionally sound components of our pipeline to the language of DL. For one, most stateof-the-art results are being generated by a DL-based solution, so obtaining “the latest and
greatest” methods would require adopting a DL-based solution. More importantly, replacing
disjoint processing steps with a DL “module” would help us achieve a more generalized
framework. Lastly, if the entire pipeline could be expressed as a a collection of self-contained,
differentiable DL functions, then the it could be trained end-to-end via backpropagation,
which offers serious advantages when extending the pipeline to include multiple imaging
modalities. In the follow sections, we describe how most, if not all, aspects of our pipeline
can be replaced with DL-based routines to form our own self-contained and unsupervised
”module” specialized for generating an internal 2/3D spatial representation of some object
from many observations/measurements of a quantity of interest (e.g. gene expression).
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Registration Quality Control

An immediately achievable and rather important addition to the current pipeline would be
a more careful way of determining the status and outcome of a registration attempt. Currently, a registration is considered successful, and thus included in the matrix, if the mutual
information between the template and moving image exceeds an empirically determined
value. For many cases, this approach was perfectly adequate, although our conservative
choice for this threshold suggests that many successful registrations were wrongly discarded.
Additionally, it does not guarantee that failed registration will be discarded. Thus, a very
simple approach to imposing stricter QC on acceptable registrations would be manually label a collection of successful and unsuccessful registrations and train and SVM classifier on
PHOW/SIFT features as in [69], or a CNN based classifier.

6.2.2

Deep Perceptual Distance

Based on the 2D t-SNE embedding and k-means clustering of fc7 activations, we feel quite
confident that a CNN may be able to drastically reduce the proportion of failed registrations
by providing high-level guidance to the registration algorithm. In particular, we introduce a
Deep Perceptual Distance measure (DeePDis) that computes distances in DNN feature space
as opposed to image space. suggest that it contribute to the objective function minimized by
the registration algorithm. Suppose we have a CNN (or any DNN) Φ(x) trained on ImageNet
and finetuned on the data of interest. Now let ax = φf c7 (x) be a function that accepts an
image and returns a vector containing activations of fc7 layer. Then we define

δΦ (x1 , x2 ) = ||ax2 − ax1 ||2 = ||φf c7 (x2 ) − φf c7 (x1 )||2
to be the Deep Perceptual Distance between images x1 and x2 . Intuitively, δΦ produces a
larger value as the perceptual differences between x1 and x2 increase. Moreover, δΦ satisfies
a number nice properties including
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1. Nonnegativity: δΦ (x1 , x2 ) ≥ 0.
2. Reflexivity: δΦ (x1 , x2 ) = 0 iff x1 = x2 .
3. Symmetry: δΦ (x1 , x2 ) = δΦ (x2 , x1 ).
Initially, a standard similarity metric would continue to drive registration,and the DeePDis measure would be added as a second “validation” term. Therefore, given a template
image t and a image transformation model T , the new regularized registration loss function
becomes

L(T , x) = Esim (t, T (x)) + α||PT ||2 + βδΦ (t, T (x))
where Esim is a similarity measure (e.g. SSD, MI, etc.), P is a linear operator, e.g. first
or second derivative operator, α is a regularization trade-off parameter, and δΦ is the deep
perceptual distance with a deepnet confidence parameter β.
The rational behind such an approach that a “good” registration is one that minimizes
the distance computed by both an intensity-based measure and a “perceptual” one, and
keeping the perceptual distance low may help to avoid getting stuck in local minima early
in the registration progress. As mentioned earlier, a local minimum is likely a deformation
so biologically unfeasible that it cannot be a good registration, but it also just happens to
have a small distance as determined by SSD/MI etc. A perceptual validation term would
penalize such a case because it would still compute a large distance. In this way, we have
CNN monitoring the registration, ensuring that it doesn’t spiral out of control. We are
hoping this addition will eliminate the possibility of completely failed registrations, and thus
sorting success from failures won’t be necessary. In fact, we will be evaluating the status of
the registration during the registration, not afterward.
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Figure 6.1: A self-contained, differential spatial transformer module that can be placed into
pre-existing CNN architectures at any point, allowing the network to actively transform the
feature maps in a way that helps minimize the overall cost function during training.

6.2.3

Learning the transformation

In the current iteration of our pipeline, we utilized an established medical imaging registration toolbox to perform the image registration step. In practice, we have found this toolbox
sufficient but not very robust against rather modest differences between images. Advances in
generalized spatial attention in the deep learning community may help us achieve improved
registration quality and reliability. In particular, researchers interested in improving the spatial invariance of CNNs have developed a differentiable module that gives neural networks
the ability to actively spatially transform feature maps, conditional on the feature map itself
[74]. The significance/power of this approach, specifically because it uses machine learning
to address challenge of determining the optimal set of preprocessing and registration parameters to maximize the ”quality” of the registration. Moreover, it would allow us to explore the
parameter space in gradient-based, GPU accelerated way. Furthermore, we can represent all
of our preprocessing steps as specific types of layers in the CNN. For example, any filtering
we want to do is accomplished by the convolutional layers. We can downsample/resize the
image using max-pooling layers, and learn both affine and cubic B-spline transformations
with this spatial transformer module.
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Deep Image Segmentation

The earliest processing steps in our pipeline involved distinguishing between foreground
(which contained the tissue of interest) and background (off-white pixels that do not carry
relevant information), a process often referred to as foreground detection or matting. One
major challenge was developing a routine that generalized to all images with minimal to no
human intervention. Indeed, current approaches to image matting, which are largely based
on the color structure of images, do not generalize well due to the use of low-level features
and lack of high-level context [75]. The Adobe researcher group at the Beckman Institue of
Advanced Science and Technology were able to develop a DL-based method for image matting
“Deep Imaging Mating” that operated without any explicit prior knowledge about the types
of the images it will encounter. In this sense, the structure of the data informs the algorithm
about how the matting should be performed, not the other way around. Consisting of a deep
convolutional encoder-decoder network followed by a small, fully convolutional network that
refines the alpha prediction, their model significantly outperformed previous methods on
image matting benchmarks (Figure 6.2) [75]. This evidence suggests that yet another aspect
of our pipeline, the core components of image preprocessing described in subsection 5.1.3,
can be improved simply by replacing it with the network components utilized in [75].

6.2.5

Interpolating between reference sections

During the development of the Allen Mouse Brain Atlas, one coronal-sectioned brain generated approximately 448 25 µm thick sections uniformly sampled every 200 µm [12]. Even if a
one-to-one relationship between the total number of coronal sections and reference/template
sections were established, the large inter-section spacing imposes 3D voxel spatial resolution
of 200 µm3 . If, for logistical reasons, a finer sampling rate is not feasible, then we must rely
on computational techniques to interpolate between section.
Recent progress in unsupervised representation learning provides a potentially interesting
way of obtaining this missing information. In particular, work using a new class of CNNs
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Figure 6.2: “Deep Image Matting” results. (a) The input images. (b) The results of our
matting encoder-decoder stage. (c) The results of our matting refinement stage
called deep convolutional generative adversarial networks (DCGANs) has shown that these
networks are particularly adept at learning general image feature representations that can
even be used to generate new images. Figure 6.3 shows that DCGANs can be used to
interpolate between images in smooth and natural ways.

6.2.6

Self-contained spatial reconstruction module

The result of the suggested improvements discussed above is a self-contained module that
performs our entire analysis pipeline without little to no human intervention. In particular,
this DNN would be able to take raw data, such as the ABA’s ISH images, perform all
preprocessing and registration steps, and
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Figure 6.3: Walking the latent space Z of an unsupervised deep convolutional generative
adversarial network (DCGAN) suggests that it learned a hierarchy of feature representation.
Interpolation between a series of 9 random points in Z show that the space has learned
smooth, natural transitions [8].

6.3

Towards the convergence of neuroscience and machine learning

In the introductory chapters, we describe neuroscience’s growing propensity for large-scale,
data-rich investigation for which current processing techniques and analysis methods are
becoming ill-suited and ineffectual. Although researchers are already confronting the immense technical burden of converting raw data to a format amenable to statistical analysis
[12, 42, 76, 77], the challenges associated with extracting meaningful information from that
data, or even what constitutes meaningful information and what questions it will answer are
still largely unresolved [78]. In fact, prominent labs in the emerging field of connectomics
openly embrace descriptive biology as a worthwhile venture, allowing “information to generate hypotheses rather than using hypotheses to generate information,” a philosophy at odds
with the traditional approach to science - generate questions, formulate specific hypotheses,
and gather evidence that either supports or opposes them [79, 76]. Although we are also
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major proponents of data-driven science, we do want to note that methods for systematically
investigating the putative wealth of resulting hypotheses will likely require highly interdisciplinary collaboration, and how integrating potentially disparate findings with the rest of
neuroscience under one unified framework from which we can derive and validate testable
hypotheses has not been addressed extensively.
Working in parallel, the machine learning community has dramatically improved that
state of the art on many ML tasks using a class of algorithms - deep learning algorithms once rooted in neural principles.
Based on their success in other fields, properties of deep learning algorithms and the
properties of neuroscience datasets make them well suited for each other. I will argue for
the convergence of machine learning and neuroscience by describing current and anticipated
challenges of machine learning research, highlighting the parallels between current trends
in machine learning research and the evolutionary trajectory of the mammalian brain, and
propose an intuitive approach to accelerate progress towards generalized machine intelligence.

6.3.1

A Distant Goal

Achieving generalized artificial intelligence, and even machine superintelligence, is to computer scientists as understanding the brain is to neuroscientists: clearly both are formidable
tasks and both currently feel like science fiction. Less obvious is the idea that progress towards these two seemingly distinct objectives will likely be heavily interdependent. I am, of
course, not arguing that we will achieve generalized machine intelligence by simply generating an exact copy of the brain verbatim, down to the atomic level, in a digital simulation.
In fact, most experts today would agree that this is not even feasible, never mind practical
or illuminating [80]. Even so, few would argue that the human brain is not capable of producing intelligent behavior, behavior that only emerged after millions of years of evolution’s
own trial and error. Thus, solving the problem de novo in machine learning promises to be
very difficult, thus motivating researchers to be inspired by their observations about how the
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brain is able to achieve it.
This leads a primary issue facing these fields: machine learning and neuroscience speak
different languages today. Brain science has focused on how the structure and function of
neural circuits give rise to information processing and storage. In contrast, machine learning
is based on the instantiation of the single principle of function optimization. Although the
artificial neural networks now prominent in machine learning and AI were originally inspired
by neuroscience, recent advances in performance are purely engineering feats manifesting as
the cumulative effect of increased computational scale, guided by insights into the mathematics of efficient optimization rather than neuroscientific findings [81, 82]. Therefore, making
significant progress towards understanding the nature of intelligence will require the interaction of several disciplines progress in these disciplines will need to proceed in a mutually
inclusive manner, machine learning and neuroscience must begin to speak a similar if not
the same language. But how does one even begin to approach such a formidable task? I
propose that applying deep learning algorithms to investigate the organizing principles of
the nervous system is a promising approach. For such a lofty claim, we prudently appeal
to one of the most prominent computational neuroscientists in the field (h-index ≥ 100),
Tomaso Poggio of MIT’s Center for Brains, Minds + Machines writes:
“It seems that Deep Learning is more than a very good engineering implementation of existing knowhow: it may be the beginning of a breakthrough with the
potential of opening new fields for science.” [81].

6.3.2

Deep Nets to generate the connectome

However, studying the brain comes with its own set of problems. According to Harvard’s Jeff
Lichtman, the need for the dense or saturated reconstruction of the immense diversity of cell
types in the nervous system, necessary to explain the complex phenomena produced by the
brain and not achievable by traditional light microscopy techniques, poses not only major
computer vision problems but also “big data” hurdles to the field of connectomics which is
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concerned with mapping neuronal networks at the level of synaptic connections [79].
Ironically, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in particular were designed to solve
classification problems pertaining to images, in which neighbor relationships and spatial
statistics carry critical information. In some ways, a CNN’s defining characteristic, the convolutional layers, are reminiscent of receptive fields, discovered by Hubel and Wiesel in the
1960s while they were studying simple and complex cells of the cat primary visual cortex, in
the sense that subsets of neurons are “tuned” to specific local features and textures of images.
Moreover, the hierarchy simple, complex and hypercomplex cells were later interpreted as a
series of “layers” capable of supporting increasingly abstract features with increasing invariance, a property intentionally introduced into the earliest “CNNs,” at the timeknown as the
Neocognitron developed by Fukushima in the early 80s [83, 81]. Thus, CNNs not only serve
as a successful example of brain inspired machine learning algorithms, but also are extremely
well suited for tackling the very problems acknowledged by the leading neuroscientists in the
field.

Cartoon Brains
This approach specifically addresses a primary dilemma in deep learning research - the
current simple and relatively uniform architectures are nothing more than mere cartoons of
the brain. Moreover, the most challenging aspect of deep learning research, according to Ng,
who jokingly referred to it as “black magic” in one of his lectures, is modifying and developing
new network architectures which rely on an iterative cycle of idea generation, development
and implementation, testing and refinement. I believe that the future of deep learning
research need not be guesswork; the brain combines a jumble of specialized structures in
a way that works. Solving the problem de novo in machine learning promises to be very
difficult, thus motivating researchers to be inspired by their observations about how the
brain is able to achieve it.
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Applications

Medicine
We propose that machines will play an increasingly important role in medicine moving
forward. We are seeing dramatic advances in the availability of high-throughput, high dimensional data - the era of “big data” is upon us - and we will need to develop new ways of
handling the vast amount of information. Pathologists are at the nexus of diagnostic data
and are uniquely positioned to play a leadership role in the transition to precision medicine.
In this context, the task then becomes extracting clinically actionable knowledge, thereby
yielding precise diagnoses and stratified treatments, moving society closer to “personalized”
medicine.
We are optimistic about our approach not only because CNNs have shown promising
results in other fields, but also because they are well suited to be configured with additional
neural networks that may serve different purposes. For example, the output of our CNN
could be used as input into Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), which are remarkably
successful at captioning images [6]. With this approach, we could automate a pathologist’s
entire work-flow from tumor analysis and diagnosis to report generation.
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A
MATLAB Code

A.1

Preprocessing

1

function [cropped im, bb, masked im, mask] = aba mask tissue(I, im size)

2

%UNTITLED Summary of this function goes here

3

%

Detailed explanation goes here

4
5

% Convert to grayscale

6

% I = im2double(I);

7

dims = size(size(I));

8

if dims(2) == 3
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I = rgb2gray(I);

9
10

A.1. PREPROCESSING

end

11
12

% Subtract background and contrast enhance

13

background = imopen(I, strel('disk', 20));

14

background = ~background;

15

sub image = I - im2uint8(background);

16

sub image = imadjust(sub image);

17
18

% 2-D adaptive noise-removal filtering

19

sub image = wiener2(sub image,[5 5]);

20
21

% Compute and smooth image histogram

22

pixelCounts = imhist(sub image);

23

spc = smooth(pixelCounts);

24
25

% Find local minumums

26

DataInv = 1.01*max(spc) - spc;

27

[~, minIdx] = findpeaks(DataInv);

28
29

% Restrict local minimum domain

30

check above = 210;

31

upper limit = 248;

32

minIdx(minIdx < check above) = [];

33

minIdx(minIdx > upper limit) = [];

34
35

% Find lowest local min in domain of interest

36

threshold = min(minIdx);

37
38

% Set all pixels below threshold to black

39

if ~isempty(threshold)
sub image(sub image > threshold-5) = 0;

40
41

end
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42

% Compute and smooth final mask

43

bw = ~im2bw(sub image, graythresh(sub image));

44

bw = im2double(bw);

45

bw = imerode(bw,strel('disk',3));

46

bw = im2bw(imgaussfilt(bw, 30), graythresh(bw));

47

%bw = bwareaopen(bw, 60000);

48
49

% Find bounding box and crop

50

bb = regionprops(~bw,'BoundingBox');

51

bb = bb.BoundingBox;

52

cropped im = imcrop(I, bb);

53

cropped bw = imcrop(bw, bb);

54
55

cropped im = imresize(cropped im,[im size,im size]);

56

cropped im = im2double(cropped im);

57

mask = imresize(cropped bw,[im size,im size]);

58
59

masked im = imadjust(cropped im);

60

masked im(mask) = 0;

61

end

1

function [preprocessed] = aba preprocess(path,im size,filt sigma)

2

%UNTITLED Summary of this function goes here

3

%

Detailed explanation goes here

4
5

if ~exist('im size','var')
% second parameter does not exist, so default it to something

6

im size = 480;

7
8

end

9
10
11

if ~exist('filt sigma','var')
% third parameter does not exist, so default it to something
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filt sigma = 1;

12
13

A.2. REGISTRATION

end

14
15

im = imread(path);

16
17

dims = size(size(im));

18

if dims(2) == 3
im = rgb2gray(im);

19
20

end

21

im = imgaussfilt(im,filt sigma);

22

[cropped im, bb, masked im, mask] = aba mask tissue(im, im size);

23

preprocessed = struct(...

24

'ish path',

25

'cropped im',

cropped im,...

26

'bb',

bb,...

27

'masked im',

masked im,...

28

'mask',

mask);

path,...

29
30

end

A.2

Registration

1

function [rigid aligned, tform, fixed, moving] = aba rigid align new(moving, fixed)

2

%UNTITLED Summary of this function goes here

3

%

Detailed explanation goes here

4
5

if size(moving, 3) ~= 1
moving = im2double(~im2bw(moving, graythresh(moving)));

6
7

end

8
9

if size(fixed, 3) ~= 1
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fixed = im2double(~im2bw(fixed, graythresh(fixed)));

10
11

A.2. REGISTRATION

end

12
13

[optimizer, metric] = imregconfig('monomodal');

14

optimizer.MaximumIterations = 100;

15

optimizer.MaximumStepLength = 0.01;

16

tform = imregtform(moving, fixed, 'affine', optimizer, metric);

17

rigid aligned = imwarp(moving, tform);

18
19

end

1

function [mirt stack] = aba groupwise reg(im names, mirt)

2

%aba groupwise reg pair Returns the groupwise registered mean image

3
4

filt = @(im) imgaussfilt(im, 1);

5

preprocess = @(im) standardizeImage(...

6

filt(...

7

aba mask tissue(im)));

8

% mean image = @(im1, im2) mean(cat(3, im1, im2), 3);

9

compute mean image = @(im stack) mean(im stack, 3);

10
11

% Output image size

12

im size = [480 480];

13

num images = length(im names);

14

im stack = zeros([im size, num images]);

15
16

% Load images and compute mean

17

for i = 1:num images

18

im = preprocess(imread(im names{i}));

19

if size(im, 3) ~= 1
im = rgb2gray(im);

20
21

end
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22

im stack(:, :, i) = im;

23
24

end

25
26

mean image = compute mean image(im stack);

27
28

% Prepare registration array of structs

29

reg = repmat(...

30

struct(...

31

'ISH',

[],...

32

'fixed',

[],...

33

'moving',

[],...

34

'rigid aligned', [],...

35

'tform',

[],...

36

'mirt reg',

[],...

37

'res',

[],...

38

'pre sim',

[],...

39

'mid sim',

[],...

40

'post sim',

[],...

41

'ISH reg',

[]),...

42

num images, 1);

43
44
45

for i = 1:num images

46
47

% Rigid align

48

[reg(i).rigid aligned, reg(i).tform] = ...

49

aba rigid align new(im stack(:, :, i), mean image);

50
51

% Remove black edges in background

52

reg(i).rigid aligned(reg(i).rigid aligned == 0) = 255;

53
54

% Crop
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reg(i).rigid aligned = aba imcrop edge(reg(i).rigid aligned);

55
56
57

% Resize

58

reg(i).rigid aligned = imresize(reg(i).rigid aligned, im size);

59

end

60
61

rig im stack = cat(3, reg.rigid aligned);

62

rig im stack(rig im stack == 0) = nan;

63
64

figure

65

montage(cat(4, reg.rigid aligned))

66
67

figure

68

res = mirt2Dgroup sequence(rig im stack, mirt.main, mirt.optim);

69

mirt stack = mirt2Dgroup transform(rig im stack, res);

70
71

output file = [fullfile(aba get root dir(), ...

72

'registration/groupwise/templates/groupwise'), ...

73

' okno ',

num2str(mirt.main.okno), ...

74

' sim ',

mirt.main.similarity, ...

75

' subdiv ',

num2str(mirt.main.subdivide), ...

76

' lambda ',

num2str(mirt.main.lambda), ...

77

' maxstep ',

num2str(mirt.optim.maxsteps), ...

78

' gamma ',

num2str(mirt.optim.gamma), ...

79

' maxcycle ', num2str(mirt.optim.maxcycle), ...

80

'.mat'];

81

save(output file, 'mirt stack', 'rig im stack', 'im stack','mean image',...
'reg', 'res');

82
83
84

1

end

function [res, reg, reg im] = aba pairwise reg(im,ref im, mirt)
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2

A.2. REGISTRATION

%aba groupwise reg pair Returns the groupwise registered mean image

3
4

filt = @(im) imgaussfilt(im, 1);

5

preprocess = @(im) standardizeImage(...

6

filt(...

7

aba mask tissue(im)));

8

% mean image = @(im1, im2) mean(cat(3, im1, im2), 3);

9

%compute mean image = @(im stack) mean(im stack, 3);

10
11

% Output image size

12

im size = [480 480];

13
14

if isnumeric(im)
im = preprocess(im);

15
16

else
im = preprocess(imread(im));

17
18

end

19

if size(im, 3) ~= 1
im = rgb2gray(im);

20
21

end

22
23

if isnumeric(ref im)
ref im = preprocess(ref im);

24
25

else
ref im = preprocess(imread(ref im));

26
27

end

28
29

if size(ref im, 3) ~= 1
ref im = rgb2gray(ref im);

30
31

end

32
33

im = imresize(im, im size);

34

ref im = imresize(ref im, im size);
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35
36

% Prepare registration array of structs

37

reg = repmat(...

38

struct(...

39

'ISH',

[],...

40

'fixed',

[],...

41

'moving',

[],...

42

'rigid aligned', [],...

43

'ref',

[],...

44

'mirt reg',

[],...

45

'res',

[],...

46

'pre sim',

[],...

47

'mid sim',

[],...

48

'post sim',

[],...

49

'ISH reg',

[]),...

50

1, 1);

51
52
53
54

% Rigid align

55

[reg.rigid aligned, ~] = ...

56

aba rigid align new(im, ref im);

57
58

reg.ref = ref im;

59
60

% Remove black edges in background

61

reg.rigid aligned(reg.rigid aligned == 0) = 255;

62

reg.ref(reg.ref == 0) = 255;

63
64

% Crop

65

reg.rigid aligned = aba imcrop edge(reg.rigid aligned);

66

reg.ref = aba imcrop edge(reg.ref);

67
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68

% Resize

69

reg.rigid aligned = imresize(reg.rigid aligned, im size);

70

reg.ref = imresize(reg.ref, im size);

71
72

reg.rigid aligned(reg.rigid aligned == 0) = nan;

73

reg.ref(reg.ref == 0) = nan;

74
75
76

%figure

77
78

[res, reg im] = mirt2D register(ref im,im, mirt.main, mirt.optim);

79
80

%res = mirt2Dgroup sequence(rig im stack, mirt.main, mirt.optim);

81

%mirt stack = mirt2Dgroup transform(rig im stack, res);

82
83

%output file = ['templates/groupwise', ...

84

%

' okno ',

num2str(mirt.main.okno), ...

85

%

' sim ',

mirt.main.similarity, ...

86

%

' subdiv ',

num2str(mirt.main.subdivide), ...

87

%

' lambda ',

num2str(mirt.main.lambda), ...

88

%

' maxstep ',

num2str(mirt.optim.maxsteps), ...

89

%

' gamma ',

num2str(mirt.optim.gamma), ...

90

%

' maxcycle ', num2str(mirt.optim.maxcycle), ...

91

%

'.mat'];

92

%save(output file, 'mirt stack', 'rig im stack', 'im stack','mean image', 'res');

93
94

end

A.3

1

CNN Training

function [net, info] = aba cnn transfer(varargin)
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2

%ABA CNN TRANSFER

A.3. CNN TRAINING

Demonstrates ABA fine-tune training.

3
4

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5

% Set options

6

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7
8

run(fullfile(vl rootnn, 'matlab', 'vl setupnn'))

9
10

etna root = aba get etna root();

11

expDir = fullfile(etna root, 'mitral classification', 'exp');

12

dataDir = fullfile(etna root, 'mitral classification', 'images', 'classified');

13
14

opts.expDir = expDir;

15

opts.dataDir = dataDir;

16

opts.network = [];

17

opts.modelType = 'alexnet';

18

opts.networkType = 'simplenn';

19

opts.errorFunction = 'binary';

20

opts.weightInitMethod = 'gaussian';

21

opts.batchNormalization = true;

22
23

[opts, varargin] = vl argparse(opts, varargin);

24
25

opts.scale = 1;

26

opts.expDir = fullfile(opts.expDir, sprintf('aba-%s', opts.modelType));

27

opts.imdb.path = fullfile(opts.expDir, 'imdb.mat');

28

opts.imdb.valRatio = 0.15;

29

opts.imdb.testRatio = 0.15;

30

opts.imdb.trainRatio = 0.7;

31

opts.numFetchThreads = 12;

32

opts.contrastNormalization = true;

33
34

opts.inputSize = [227 227 3];
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35

opts.train.gpus = 2;

36

opts.train.sync = false;

37

opts.train.expDir = opts.expDir;

38

opts.batchSize = 256;

39

opts.train.batchSize = 256;

40

opts.train.continue = true;

41

opts.train.prefetch = true;

42

opts.train.numSubBatches = 1;

A.3. CNN TRAINING

43
44

[opts, varargin] = vl argparse(opts, varargin);

45
46

switch opts.modelType
case 'dropout'

47

opts.train.learningRate = [0.01,

48
49

0.005,

ones(1, 20), ...

50

0.001,

ones(1, 20), ...

51

0.0001, ones(1, 20)];
case 'bnorm'

52

opts.train.learningRate = logspace(-1, -4, 20);

53

case 'alexnet'

54

opts.train.learningRate = logspace(-4, -5, 50);

55

otherwise, error('Unknown model type %s', opts.modelType);

56
57

ones(1, 20), ...

end

58
59

[opts, varargin] = vl argparse(opts, varargin);

60

opts.train.numEpochs = numel(opts.train.learningRate);

61
62

opts = vl argparse(opts, varargin);

63
64

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

65

% Prepare data

66

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

67
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68

if exist(opts.imdb.path, 'file')

69

imdb = load(opts.imdb.path);

70

imdb.imageDir = fullfile(opts.dataDir);

71

else

72

imdb = aba get imdb('dataDir', opts.dataDir);

73

mkdir(opts.expDir);

74

save(opts.imdb.path, '-struct', 'imdb');

75

end

76
77

% Compute image statistics (mean, RGB covariances, etc.)

78

imageStatsPath = fullfile(opts.expDir, 'imageStats.mat');

79
80

if exist(imageStatsPath, 'file')
load(imageStatsPath, 'averageImage', 'rgbMean', 'rgbCovariance');

81
82

else

83

train = find(imdb.images.set == 1);

84

images = fullfile(imdb.imageDir, imdb.images.name(train(1:100:end)));

85

[averageImage, rgbMean, rgbCovariance] = getImageStats(images, ...

86

'imageSize', [256 256], ...

87

'numThreads', opts.numFetchThreads, ...

88

'gpus', opts.train.gpus);
save(imageStatsPath, 'averageImage', 'rgbMean', 'rgbCovariance');

89
90

end

91
92

[v,d] = eig(rgbCovariance);

93

rgbDeviation = v*sqrt(d);

94

clear v d;

95
96

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

97

% Prepare model

98

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

99
100

% Transfer learning / adapt models.
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101

net = load(fullfile(aba get root dir(), 'lib', 'matconvnet', 'data', 'models', 'imagenet-ca

102

net.layers{end -1}.weights = {0.005 * randn(1, 1, 4096, 2, 'single'), zeros(1, 2, 'single')

103

net.layers{end - 1}.size(end) = 2;

104

net.layers{end} = struct('type', 'softmaxloss');

105
106

net.meta.classes.name = imdb.meta.classes.name;

107

net.meta.classes.description = imdb.meta.classes.description;

108

net.meta.inputSize = [net.meta.normalization.imageSize];

109

net.meta.inputs.name = 'data';

110

net.meta.inputs.size = [227, 227, 3, opts.batchSize];

111

net.meta.normalization.cropSize = net.meta.normalization.imageSize(1) / 256;

112

net.meta.augmentation.jitterLocation = true;

113

net.meta.augmentation.jitterFlip = true;

114

net.meta.augmentation.jitterAspect = [2/3, 3/2];

115

net.meta.trainOpts.learningRate = opts.train.learningRate;

116

net.meta.trainOpts.numEpochs = numel(opts.train.learningRate);

117

net.meta.trainOpts.batchSize = 256;

118

net.meta.trainOpts.weightDecay = 0.0005;

119

net = vl simplenn tidy(net);

120
121

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

122

% Train

123

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

124
125

switch opts.networkType

126

case 'simplenn', trainFn = @cnn train;

127

case 'dagnn', trainFn = @cnn train dag;

128

end

129
130

[net, info] = trainFn(net, imdb, getBatchFn(opts, net.meta), ...

131

'expDir', opts.expDir, ...

132

net.meta.trainOpts, ...

133

opts.train);
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134
135

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

136

% Deploy

137

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

138
139

net = cnn imagenet deploy(net) ;

140

modelPath = fullfile(opts.expDir, 'net-deployed.mat');

141
142
143

switch opts.networkType
case 'simplenn'
save(modelPath, '-struct', 'net') ;

144
145

case 'dagnn'

146

net

147

save(modelPath, '-struct', 'net ') ;

148

clear net

149

= net.saveobj() ;

;

end

150
151

% -------------------------------------------------------------------------

152

function fn = getBatchFn(opts, meta)

153

% -------------------------------------------------------------------------

154
155
156
157
158

if numel(meta.normalization.averageImage) == 3
mu = double(meta.normalization.averageImage(:));
else
mu = imresize(single(meta.normalization.averageImage), ...
meta.normalization.imageSize(1:2));

159
160

end

161
162

useGpu = numel(opts.train.gpus) > 0;

163
164

bopts.test = struct(...

165

'useGpu', useGpu, ...

166

'numThreads', opts.numFetchThreads, ...
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167

'imageSize',

meta.normalization.imageSize(1:2), ...

168

'cropSize', meta.normalization.cropSize, ...

169

'subtractAverage', mu);

170
171

% Copy the parameters for data augmentation

172

bopts.train = bopts.test;

173

for f = fieldnames(meta.augmentation)'

174

f = char(f);

175

bopts.train.(f) = meta.augmentation.(f);

176

end

177
178

fn = @(x,y) getBatch(bopts, useGpu, lower(opts.networkType), x, y);

179
180

% -------------------------------------------------------------------------

181

function varargout = getBatch(opts, useGpu, networkType, imdb, batch)

182

% -------------------------------------------------------------------------

183

images = strcat([imdb.imageDir filesep], imdb.images.name(batch)) ;

184

if ~isempty(batch) && imdb.images.set(batch(1)) == 1

185
186
187

phase = 'train' ;
else
phase = 'test' ;

188

end

189

data = getImageBatch(images, opts.(phase), 'prefetch', nargout == 0) ;

190

if nargout > 0

191

labels = imdb.images.label(batch) ;

192

switch networkType
case 'simplenn'

193

varargout = {data, labels} ;

194

case 'dagnn'

195

varargout{1} = {'input', data, 'label', labels} ;

196
197
198

end
end
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1
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%% Apply t-sne manifold embedding to the fc7 output of ABA images

2
3

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4

% Set options

5

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6
7

run(fullfile(vl rootnn, 'matlab', 'vl setupnn'))

8

opts.expDir = fullfile(aba get etna root(), 'mitral classification', 'exp');

9

opts.modelType = 'alexnet';

10

opts.expDir = fullfile(opts.expDir, sprintf('aba-%s', opts.modelType));

11

net = load(fullfile(opts.expDir, 'net-deployed.mat'));

12
13

dataDir = fullfile(aba get etna root, 'mitral classification', 'images', 'raw');

14

filePattern = fullfile(dataDir, '*.jpg');

15

images = dir(filePattern);

16

num images = length(images);

17

nrows = ceil(sqrt(num test));

18
19

im names = cellfun(@fullfile, {images.folder}, {images.name}, 'UniformOutput', false);

20
21

if ~exist('im stack.mat', 'file')
im stack = vl imreadjpeg(im names, 'NumThreads', 2, 'Resize', [227 227], 'GPU', ...

22

'Pack', 'SubtractAverage', single(net.meta.normalization.averageImage));

23
24

im stack = im stack{:};

25

save('im stack.mat', 'im stack')

26

else
load('im stack.mat')

27
28

end

29
30

%% Run the CNN.

31

if ~exist('res.mat', 'file')

32
33

res = vl simplenn(net, im stack);
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save('res.mat', 'res')

34
35

else
load('res.mat')

36
37

A.3. CNN TRAINING

end

38
39

%% Extract 'fc7' features

40
41

if ~exist('feat fc7.mat', 'file')

42

feat fc7 = squeeze(res(end-2).x)';

43

save('feat fc7.mat', 'feat fc7')

44

else
load('feat fc7.mat')

45
46

end

47
48

%% Run tsne

49

if ~exist('embedding.mat', 'file')

50

embedding = tsne(feat fc7, [], 2, 50, 20.0);

51

feat fc7 = squeeze(res(end-2).x)';

52

save('embedding.mat', 'embedding', 'im names')

53

else
load('embedding.mat')

54
55

end

56
57
58

%% Generate output image

59

G = aba show embedding(embedding, im names);
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